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Town Meeting**

Tuesday, March 8, 2016
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Henniker Community School Gymnasium
51 Western Avenue, Henniker NH

Saturday, March 12, 2016
1:00 PM start
Henniker Community School Cafetorium
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*Ballot voting day for all elected officials (both schools and
town) and planning and zoning amendments. Ballot voting
for High School budget and warrant articles (Session 2).

**Town Annual Meeting to vote for Town budgets and
warrant articles.

See the BLUE SECTION for municipal Warrant Articles to be voted on.
Hearing Disability: Any person with a hearing disability who wishes to attend this year’s public town meeting on
Saturday, March 12, 2016 and needs the services of a sign language interpreter, please contact the selectmen’s office at
least 72 hours in advance (603) 428-3221, Town Hall, 18 Depot Hill Road so that the town can make arrangements with
an interpreter.

How to Use This Report
The Annual Report pertains to the year 2015 and contains information gathered from Town Departments,
Officials, Committees, Boards and relevant outside agencies. Enclosed you will find results of the March 2015
Town Meeting. In addition, the BLUE section contains the upcoming Town Warrant for the 2016 Town
Meeting. In the last half of the report you will find Financial Reports and Vital Statistics for the fiscal year
January 1 - December 31, 2015.
NOTE: The town and schools are separate political entities. In order to participate in Public Hearings,
Deliberative Sessions and Annual Meetings for either the John Stark Regional High School District, or the
Henniker Community School District, or if you would like to receive similar reports relative to those schools,
please contact the SAU office (School Administrative Unit #24) at www.sau24.org, (603) 428-3269, 258
Western Avenue, Henniker NH 03242.
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The 2015 Town Report is dedicated to

Janet Mildred (Morse) Murdough
1936 – 2015

Janet Murdough was a life-long resident of the Town of Henniker.
She served as Town Clerk/Tax Collector from 1977 to 1989 and
was dedicated to her position and the residents. Janet always went
above and beyond to help anyone that came into the Town Hall.
Her sense of humor and great recollection of area history made her
an interesting and entertaining conversationalist.
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Report of the Selectmen
Thank you for taking the time from your busy schedule
to involve yourself in the process of local governance.
The Board is made up of diverse viewpoints and those
views are further reinforced by the all-important
interactions with local townspeople. Government and
taxes are usually used in the same sentence and are not
always in sync with each other. There may be some
differences of opinion, but please know that your
Selectboard is working hard to make town operations as
efficient as possible and delivered as economically as
possible. As always, this is our best option that we put
forward. Ultimately, you as the taxpayer, have final say
so nothing that we present here is set in stone.
Last year we were 11th in terms of total tax burden in the
state and this year were #12. Not a big improvement, but
when you consider that additional bond payments were
added this year (bridge and fire truck) that’s not all that
bad of news. Is there room for improvement? Of course.
Remember though, the Selectboard is working off a
budget that was approved by taxpayers just last year. We
can arbitrarily increase or decrease it 10%, but at the end
of the days it’s you folks that need to give us the thumbs
up or thumbs down.
As we wrote last year’s letter the highway fire was fresh
in our minds and the timing couldn’t have been worse.
The end of January, one of the snowiest winters on
record, began a weekly storm assault on our roads. A big
“Kudos” to the Highway Department who put in
countless hours, and the neighboring towns and state,
who helped us bridge the difference in the short term.
Naturally, as in sports, when you get knocked down you
get back up, dust yourself off, and forge on. Henniker is
a small town that has outsized capabilities when
adversity strikes. In putting back together the Highway
Department the Selectboard would like to thank the
highway crew, the Equipment Committee, and the
Building Committee for taking some lemons and making
lemonade. The countless volunteer hours that these
committees donated were an invaluable asset to the
town. As we write this the insurance claim is in the home
stretch, the Highway Department has nearly a brand new
fleet of equipment and the state-of-the-art building is just
about ready to be called home! We are looking forward
to welcoming the community to see the new facility and
equipment.
We’ve mentioned that most municipal government
operations are personnel based and this year is no
exception. The Selectboard, sensing a heating up job
market, decided to take a deep look at the entire
compensation package. We opted to give our hard
working employees a COLA raise of 4% that would be

more in sync with the state contract while increasing the
deductibles and co-pays for health insurance. Our
thinking was let’s give them a raise that they would use
every week and decrease the health coverages, and thus
premium dollars expended, for services they might
occasionally use. Naturally the decreases to the health
coverage were minor so that heavy health care users
would not be penalized. We are further pleased that the
cost to implement this change had a tax of less than
3 cents/per thousand. This will go a long way to
keeping our talented employees.
In any personnel heavy organization we’ll have some
people coming and going. Nate Hadaway, Highway
Director, took a promotion in another town and we wish
him all the best. Tom Weston, as interim Highway
Director, is keeping the show running until a permanent
replacement can be named and Troy Powers, truck
driver and operator has been added to the roster. A sub
committee has been formed to assist in bringing the
Selectboard a choice of candidates for Highway
Superintendent who will best reflect all that our town is.
Trusty and reliable Peter Fernandes retired from the
Transfer Station, Marc Boisvert was promoted to
Assistant Superintendent, and Kristen Bergeron was
hired as a full-time assistant. Sadly, in the Police
Department we saw the departure of Sergeant Matthew
French who took a promotion in a neighboring town.
We would like to congratulate and recognize Henniker
Police Officers Michael Martin who has been promoted
to Sergeant and Officer Michelle Dandeneau who has
been promoted to Detective Sergeant. We would also
like to thank Officer Mark Lindsley for his dedication to
our community and to the Henniker Police Department.
He has served as a full-time officer for years and after
retirement has continued to serve our community parttime. However, he will be retiring his part-time
position, but will continue to serve the department as an
auxiliary officer for the purpose of fire arms training.
We also are thrilled to welcome a few additions to the
Henniker Police Department: full-time officer Jesse
Colby and part-time officer Craig Courser.
On the personnel front, Cherry Palmisano, Executive
Secretary/Land Use Coordinator/Webmaster joined our
team and keeps the front office running smoothly.
We will continue to institute a hiring freeze and when
an employee departs we take a long hard look at what
can and needs to be done to keep personnel costs low.
Over the long term there has been a net decrease of
employees on the town census so on that account this
Board is happy. Alas, sometimes we do need to invest
in positions in the short term to make them more
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Report of the Selectmen (Continued)
efficient in the long term. We attempted to make the
Land Use Coordinator a part time position but that led to
backups and delays in processing permits and other
ancillary delays. While this Board is generally not
supportive of increasing the regulations of a community,
none the less, the voting public has supported adding
zoning restrictions, additional permits, and in general,
more governance of the local lands. As a Board we
simply cannot allow rules and regulations to be passed
and then not have the oversite to see them through or to
provide guidance to someone who is coming to possibly
do a project here in Henniker. It’s why we have invested
in the economic development of the town and assisting
them with capable employees who can shepherd projects
through the process. If the citizens of Henniker want to
reduce the size of government then they simply need to
revisit what they have asked the Selectboard and other
boards to implement.
Western Ave Bridge is a GO! After many deadlines
that came and went we are pleased that construction will
begin in earnest starting this spring. This bridge will
serve the western part of town for the next 100 years.
Cable TV Agreement: We have two companies, TDS
and Comcast, competing for service here in town and we
are pleased that TDS stepped forward and made a very
large expenditure here in town to provide a larger
percentage of the town with fiber access. As both
companies compete for more customers they will
without a doubt be rolling out faster and speedier service
through other sections of the town.
Bradford Ambulance Service: We are pleased that the
annual review indicated that this proposal as it is right
now is a win-win for both towns. Look for further
collaboration with other municipalities in the future as
your Selectboard tries every trick in the book to keep the
tax rate down.
Safe Routes to School: After a hiccup in which
construction was supposed to start in 2015, we still have
access to a federal grant of $240,000 which will help in
the rehabilitation of the sidewalks on Rush Road, Maple
Street, Prospect Street, and Hall Avenue. There will be a
lot of construction going on in the downtown area this
summer.
Canal Bridge: The sur face deck has been r eplaced
and came in significantly under budget.
Economic Development: Ther e is a pr oposal to star t
construction on Old Concord Road that could be the start
of increased economic development of that area and the
Trails Committee did a fantastic job of documenting all
public trails in the area. They will begin formalizing the

trail heads and regulations for each specific trail so that
any controversy is kept to a minimum. They are
working to ensure both the OHRV trails stay open with
expanded access and to allow increased tourism for the
area by formalizing the trail system town wide.
Azalea Park: This committee came to the
Selectboard meeting just in the last couple of months
and the work they have done and are proposing is
excellent. Please consider making a generous donation
to this reserve fund as we talk about it at the
conclusion of this letter.
Debt Service: We had been making good pr ogr ess
on this in years past, but this is the year where a
number of projects that have been bonded are starting
to hit the books. This year the fire truck and bridge on
Western Ave bonding appears on our books.
Fund Balance: We have allocated some monies
from our fund balance to offset most of the capital
reserve accounts that are being reseeded. An appeal
was requiring us to salt away additional dollars in case
we lost the lawsuit. It appears that we will win the
appeal.
And speaking of Capital Reserves. We feel it’s prudent
to start salting away money to start a scheduled
program of equipment and material replacement in
four of our largest budgetary areas. In the same spirit
of funding the ambulance reserve we’d like to extend
those same thoughts to the Fire Department, Bridges
and Roads, and Highway Departments. Our hope is
that by establishing AND funding these on an annual
basis there will be no more surprises that come down
the proverbial pipeline.
Capital Reserve Ambulance: This annual allotment
from the taxpayers of the town ensures that our
hardworking volunteers are working with the current
up-to-date equipment.
Capital Reserve Fire Department: We ar e pushing
hard for this again to establish a capital reserve fund to
start accruing money so that the Fire Department can
start planning for timely replacement of equipment and
without it spiking the tax rate. The Fire Department
has $3,000,000 plus worth of rolling inventory and
equipment and we would be poor financial stewards if
we didn’t start putting money away for its timely
replacement. In a perfect world, we would establish a
reserve amount of $125,000 annually.
Capital Reserve Bridges and Roads: We ar e
hopeful to fund this long term aspect at a rate of
$10,000 per year.
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Democracy is by its very nature a messy, slow, and
bureaucratic process and sure it can be frustrating at
times but it does represent the collective thought of the
town. We hope that the citizens of the town attend as
many of our meetings as possible and offer up their
ideas.

Capital Reserve Highway Department: And last, but
certainly not least, we would like to fund the Highway
Equipment Fund at $50,000 per year. They currently list
close to $1,500,000 of equipment in their department.
As this fiscal year draws to a close please allow one last
plug and reminder about the reserve funds that we have
set up where anyone can make a donation to Azalea
Park, Henniker Community Concert Series, Henniker
Community Center Activities, Spirit of Henniker
Organizational Team (S.H.O.T), Henniker Athletics for
Youth. All are important and worthy causes and all help
shape what we want Henniker to be.
Just go to Henniker.org and click “donate” under
Resource Center and help support these important funds.
It’s easy, safe, and secure.

Here’s to a great 2016 Town Meeting. Thanks again
for all your support.
Respectfully submitted,
HENNIKER BOARD OF SELECTMEN
Kris Blomback, Chairman
Leo Aucoin, Vice Chairman
Robert French Jr.
Scott Osgood
Tia Hooper

The 2015 Henniker Board of Selectmen.
Robert (Bob) French Jr., Leo Aucoin, Kris Blomback, Tia Hooper and David (Scott) Osgood
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Town Administrator’s Report
As 2015 has come to a close, I can say this has been a very
Town Administrator Christine Trovato
challenging year for the Town. I would like to thank the residents
and business owners for their patience with the struggles we have
had this year. We started 2015 with the loss of the town garage,
trucks, and equipment to a fire. The Selectmen appointed two
great groups of people to help us rebuild the garage and replace
the equipment. I want to send out a huge heart felt thank you to
both the Equipment Committee and the Building Committee for
their tireless volunteer hours spent to support our Town. A big
thank you to Kevin Cahill, who was hired as the Clerk of the
Works to oversee the construction of the garage. He was on-site
almost daily towards the end to keep the project on schedule and
on budget. I would also like to thank the Towns of Deering,
Hillsborough, and Hopkinton for assisting us with plowing, the
Town of Weare for the use of a grader, Rymes Heating & Oil and
NHDOT for the use of plow trucks throughout the winter and
Caterpillar for the use of a grader while ours was on order.
The Town was able to rebuild one of the burned trucks (607),
rebuild another of the dump bodies to put on the new six wheel all
-wheel drive cab & chassis, purchased a used 6 wheel dump
truck, purchased two 10 wheel dump trucks, and a new grader.
We salvaged over $50,000 worth of parts and plow gear. The
Equipment Committee spent many hours researching used trucks to assist with the cash value settlement on the
trucks, as well as many trips around New England looking for used trucks to purchase.
The highway garage was rebuilt with the next 50 plus years in mind. The Building Committee wanted a design for
the garage that would include the ability for solar power in the future. The garage is an ADA compliant 8 bay
garage, 6 of the bays are heated with radiant floor heat, and propane modine heaters are used for back up heat. The
office, bathroom, breakroom and mechanical room, with a mezzanine above for parts storage are at the west end of
the building. The building is equipped with security cameras in and around the building for security.
We have been working on several large projects along with the highway garage and equipment. We continue to
work with NHDOT on Safe Routes to School and Transportation Alternative Programs for the sidewalk projects
downtown. This is an ongoing project with many levels of approvals along the way.
The Western Avenue canal bridge was replaced during September and October. This project came in under budget
by approximately $80,000. As the residents and businesses in the area of the bridge know this was a major
inconvenience to them as we had to reroute traffic around the area for five weeks. This project had to be completed
before the work on the steel bridge could begin.
The Western Avenue steel bridge replacement project began in December. Advertising the project for bids occurred
in August 2015 with bids received in September 2015. E.D. Swett, Inc. was the low bidder and was awarded the
project in September 2015. Construction commenced in December 2015 and it is anticipated that it will be
completed in December 2017. This website will keep you up to date on the progress of the construction
http://hennikerwesternavebridge.com.
The Town has submitted wetland permit applications to NH Department of Environmental Services to repair one
(1) culvert and to replace eighteen (18) culverts during the reconstruction of Western Avenue from Patterson Hill
Extension to Cote Hill Rd.
As a resident and employee of Henniker I thank the many volunteers who serve on boards and committees who
provide assistance to the residents and staff of Henniker. Their dedication time and time again is what this town is
all about. In closing, I would like to thank all of the town employees for the hard work they do each and every day
to provide the best service to our residents and the business owners of the Town of Henniker.
Respectfully submitted,
Christine Trovato
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Elected and Appointed Officials
Animal Control Officer
Until another is appointed in your stead.
Vacant 2015

Deputy Wardens
Until another is appointed in your stead.
Gregory Aucoin
Ryan Hughes
Carl Bostrom
Steve Meade
Jeffrey Connor
Michael Costello
Varyl French
R. Joseph Gilbert
Thomas Weston
James Morse

Building Inspector
Until another is appointed in your stead.
Kyle Parker
Cemetery Trustees
Elected for a term of three years, one every year.
Khiara Bostrom (Chairman) - Term Expires: 2018
Jennifer Connor - Term Expires: 2017
Tim McComish - Term Expires: 2016

Health Officer
Appointed by Selectmen every three years.
Jill Fournier - Term Expires 2018
Highway
Until another is appointed in your stead.
Nate Hadaway, Superintendent / Road Agent
until December 2015 - Vacant 2016
Matt Bumford, Assistant Superintendent
until December 2015 - Vacant 2016
Tom Weston, Equipment Operator
until December 2015 - Interim Superintendent 2016
Justin Johnson, Highway Mechanic
Matt McLain, Truck Driver / Laborer
until October 2015 - Vacant 2016
Dale Havunen, Truck Driver / Laborer
Part-time / Seasonal
Tim McComish
Jeffrey Stillman
Edward Gould
Morgan Murdough
Robert Deans
Clark Craig III

Cogswell Spring Water Works
Until another is appointed in your stead.
Norman Bumford, Superintendent
Ryan Bumford, Systems Operator
Cogswell Spring Water Works Commissioners
Elected for a term of three years, one every year.
Joseph P. Damour (Chairman) - Term Expires: 2017
Ronald Taylor - Term Expires: 2016
Jerry Gilbert - Term Expires: 2018
Emergency Management
Appointed by Selectmen every three years.
Tia Hooper, Director - Term expires: 2017

Fire Department
Officers
Chief
Stephen C. Burritt
Human Services Director
Deputy Chief
James Morse
Until another is appointed in your stead.
Deputy Chief
Varyl French
Brenda Slongwhite, Director
Captain
Michael Costello
Carol Conforti-Adams, Caseworker
Captain
Michael J. McManus
1st Lieutenant
Brennan Lorden
Planning Board
2nd Lieutenant
Gregory Aucoin
Richard Patenaude (Chairman)
2018
Call Members
Scott Dias
2018
Gregory Aucoin
Keith Gilbert
Dennis Lanphear
2016
Jeffery Aucoin
R. Joseph Gilbert
Jason Michie
2017
Matthew Beaugard
Eric Harding
Ronald Taylor
2017
Carl Bostrom
Justin Hart
Dean Tirrell
2016
Frederick C. Brunnhoelzl III
Nate Kimball
Tia Hooper (Selectmen Rep)
2017
Adam Burritt
Brittany Lamontagne
Leo Aucoin (Selectmen Alternate)
2016
Bryant Carbone
Allen LaPlante
Aaron Wechsler (Alternate)
2016
Peter Carlson
Kelly LaPlante
Jonathan Lapointe (Alternate)
2017
Justin Chase
Brennan Lorden
Dan Higginson (Alternate)
2018
Gerard Christian
John Margeson
Police Department
Jeffrey Connor
Philip Marsland
Chief Ryan Murdough
Steven F. Connor
Timothy McComish
Sgt. Michael Martin
Joe Cooper
Andrew Patterson
Sgt. Matthew French until June 2015
Lawrence Damour Jr.
Nick Rinaldi
Det. Sgt. Michelle Dandeneau
Keith A. DeMoura
Peter N. Twombly
Officer Amy Bossi
Thomas A. French
Thomas Weston
Officer Stephen Dennis
Full Time Employee
Part Time Employees
Officer Nicholas Rinaldi
Michael Costello
Steve Meade, Ryan Hughes
Officer Matthew Mitchell
Forest Fire Warden
Officer Jesse Colby
Until another is appointed in your stead.
Stephen C. Burritt
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Elected and Appointed Officials (Continued)
Police Department (Continued)
Part Time Officers
Mark Lindsley, Officer
Jeffrey Iadonisi, Officer
Jeffrey Summers, Officer
Matthew Mitchell, Officer
Benjamin Tokarz, Officer
Craig Courser, Officer
Robert Verity, Parking Enforcement Officer
Gail Abramowicz, Administrative Assistant
Terri Grieder, Secretary
Sally Creighton, Support Staff Volunteer

Assessing Technician
Until another is appointed in your stead.
Helga Winn
Executive Secretary / Land Use Coord. / Webmaster
Until another is appointed in your stead.
Cherry Palmisano
Supervisors of the Checklist
Elected for a term of six years every two years.
Anne Gould (Chairman) - Term Expires: 2018
Lori Marko - Term Expires: 2016
Ryan Gould - Term Expires: 2021

Recreation Director
Until another is appointed in your stead.
Vacant

Town Clerk / Tax Collector
Elected to office every three years.
Kimberly I. Johnson - Term Expires: 2017
Deputy Town Clerk / Tax Collector
Until another is appointed in your stead.
Deborah Aucoin

Rescue Squad
Tom French, Chief
Greg Aucoin, Deputy Chief
Ryan Hornblower, Lt. Clerk
Mike McManus, Lt. Safety Officer
Adam Burritt, Lt. Training Officer
Kyle Argo
Andrea Bertolino
Justin Chase
Gerard Christian
Chip Cooper
Mick Costello
Sydney Fitzgerald
Varyl French
Keaton Gagne
Hollie Greene
Trevor Greene
Justin Hart
Ryan Hughes

Assistant Town Clerk / Tax Collector
Until another is appointed in your stead.
Helga Winn
Town Moderator
Elected to office every two years, on the even year.
Wayne Colby - Term Expires: 2016
Town Treasurer
Elected to office every year.
Ronald Taylor - Term Expires: 2016
Deputy Town Treasurer
Cheryl Damour - Term Expires: 2016

Erik Kessler
KT Kielwein
Brittany Lamontagne
Marty Lamoureux
Kelly Laplante
Brennan Lorden
Chris Mason
Steve Meade
Jen Reid
Shawn Riley
Tim Robinson
Kathleen Rock
Brad Weilbrenner

Transfer Station/Recycling Center
Until another is appointed in your stead.
William McGirr, Superintendent
Marc Boisvert, Assistant Superintendent
Kristen Bergeron, Attendant
Trustees of the Trust Funds
Elected for a term of three years, one every year.
Lynn Piotrociwz - Term Expires: 2018
Shelley H. Wilson - Term Expires: 2017
Linda Connor - Term Expires: 2016

Selectmen
Kris Blomback, Chairman - Term expires: 2018
Leo Aucoin, Vice Chairman - Term expires: 2016
Robert T. French Jr. - Term expires: 2018
David (Scott) Osgood - Term expires: 2017
Tia Hooper - Term Expires: 2017

Wastewater Treatment Plant
Until another is appointed in your stead.
Ken Levesque, Superintendent
Kurt Robichaud, Chief Operator
Mike Colby, Operator

Selectmen’s Office
Town Administrator
Until another is appointed in your stead.
Christine Trovato
Finance Director & Systems Administrator
Until another is appointed in your stead.
Russell Roy
Finance & Administration Assistant
Until another is appointed in your stead.
Annette Poland
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Appointed Members of Committees, Commissions & Boards
The following persons were appointed by the Henniker Board of Selectmen and
served in the year 2015.
Athletic Committee .......................................................... OPEN (Town Rec Director)
Athletic Committee .......................................................... Kelly Martin (Chairman)
Athletic Committee .......................................................... Nicole Adler (Secretary)
Athletic Committee .......................................................... Russell Bonilla
Athletic Committee .......................................................... Debbie Connor
Athletic Committee .......................................................... Heather Jones
Athletic Committee .......................................................... Tim Lamphere
Athletic Committee .......................................................... Tracy Shattuck
Athletic Committee .......................................................... Nathaniel Shaw
Athletic Committee .......................................................... Jaime Weston
Athletic Committee .......................................................... Tom Weston
Athletic Committee………………………………………Chris Woodbury
Athletic Committee………………………………………Leo Aucoin (Selectmen Rep)
Athletic Committee………………………………………OPEN
Athletic Committee………………………………………OPEN
Athletic Committee………………………………………OPEN
Athletic Committee………………………………………OPEN
Athletic Committee………………………………………OPEN
Athletic Committee………………………………………OPEN
Athletic Committee………………………………………OPEN
Azalea Park / Riverwalk Committee
Azalea Park / Riverwalk Committee
Azalea Park / Riverwalk Committee
Azalea Park / Riverwalk Committee
Azalea Park / Riverwalk Committee
Azalea Park / Riverwalk Committee
Azalea Park / Riverwalk Committee
Azalea Park / Riverwalk Committee
Azalea Park / Riverwalk Committee
Azalea Park / Riverwalk Committee

............................... Jennifer McCourt (Chairman)
............................... Susan Adams (Vice Chairman)
............................... Eugene Fox (Secretary)
............................... Chad Poland (Treasurer)
............................... Susan Daniels
............................... Gail Hayden
............................... Sachiko Ito Howard
............................... Tara Marvel
............................... Joan O’Connor
............................... Scott Osgood (Selectmen Rep)

Ballot Clerks ..................................................................... Maria Colby
Ballot Clerks ..................................................................... Linda Connor
Ballot Clerks ..................................................................... Virginia Doherty
Ballot Clerks ..................................................................... Karen Landes
Ballot Clerks ..................................................................... Deanne Mobley
Ballot Clerks ..................................................................... George Mobley
Ballot Clerks ..................................................................... Patricia St. Laurence
Ballot Clerks ..................................................................... MaryEllen Schule
Budget Advisory Committee ............................................ Christopher Robert
Budget Advisory Committee ............................................ Ron Taylor
Budget Advisory Committee ............................................ David Woolpert
Budget Advisory Committee ............................................ OPEN
Budget Advisory Committee ............................................ OPEN
Budget Advisory Committee ............................................ OPEN
Budget Advisory Committee ............................................ OPEN
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Appointed Members of Committees, Commissions & Boards (Cont.)
Budget Advisory Committee............................................. OPEN
Budget Advisory Committee............................................. OPEN
Budget Advisory Committee............................................. OPEN
Budget Advisory Committee............................................. OPEN
Byway Advisory Council………………………………. Ken Erikson (Papermill Restoration)
Byway Advisory Council………………………………. Bob French (Selectmen Rep)
Byway Advisory Council………………………………. OPEN (Business Community)
Byway Advisory Council………………………………. OPEN (Planning Bd)
Byway Advisory Council………………………………. OPEN (New England College)
Byway Advisory Council………………………………. OPEN (Planner or Land Use Coord)
Byway Advisory Council………………………………. OPEN (Conservation Commission)
Byway Advisory Council………………………………. OPEN (Historical Society/Historic District)
Byway Advisory Council………………………………. OPEN (Highway Safety)
Capital Improvement Program Committee ....................... Town Administrator
Capital Improvement Program Committee ....................... Elizabeth Hustis
Capital Improvement Program Committee ....................... Caleb Dobbins
Capital Improvement Program Committee ....................... Rocky Bostrom
Capital Improvement Program Committee ....................... OPEN (Planning Board)
Capital Improvement Program Committee ....................... OPEN (Budget Committee)
Capital Improvement Program Committee ....................... OPEN (School Board)
Capital Improvement Program Committee ....................... OPEN (Resident)
Capital Improvement Program Committee ....................... OPEN (Resident)
Capital Improvement Program Committee ....................... OPEN (Resident)
Capital Improvement Program Committee ....................... Leo Aucoin (Selectmen Rep)
Central NH Reg'l Planning Commission Member ............ Scott Osgood (Selectman Rep)
Central NH Reg'l Planning Commission Member ............ OPEN
Community Center Activities Committee ......................... MaryEllen Schule (Chairman)
Community Center Activities Committee ......................... Nicole Adler (Secretary)
Community Center Activities Committee ......................... Shannon Camara
Community Center Activities Committee ......................... Heather Marino
Community Center Activities Committee ......................... Ronald Taylor
Community Center Activities Committee ......................... Tia Hooper (Selectmen Rep)
Community Center Activities Committee ......................... OPEN
Community Center Activities Committee ......................... OPEN
Community Center Activities Committee ......................... OPEN
Community Center Activities Committee ......................... OPEN
Community Center Activities Committee ......................... OPEN
Concert Committee
Concert Committee
Concert Committee
Concert Committee
Concert Committee
Concert Committee
Concert Committee

.......................................................... Ruth Zax (Chairman)
.......................................................... Raymond Grande
.......................................................... Lydia Haas
.......................................................... Milli Knudsen
.......................................................... Cheryl Morse
.......................................................... Blithe Reed
.......................................................... OPEN
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Appointed Members of Committees, Commissions & Boards
Conservation Commission ............................................... Holly Green (Co-Chairman)
Conservation Commission ............................................... Martha Sunderland (Co-Chairman)
Conservation Commission ............................................... Ross Bennett
Conservation Commission ............................................... Sachiko Ito Howard
Conservation Commission ............................................... Mark Mitch
Conservation Commission ............................................... David Woolpert
Conservation Commission ............................................... Scott Osgood (Selectmen Rep)
Conservation Commission ............................................... OPEN (Planning Board Rep)
Conservation Commission ............................................... OPEN (Alternate)
Conservation Commission ............................................... OPEN (Alternate)
Conservation Commission ............................................... OPEN (Alternate)
Contoocook River Local Advisory Committee ................ Mark Mitch (Conservation Commission)
Economic Development ................................................... Jason Michie (Planning Board)
Economic Development ................................................... Johanna Michie (Chamber of Commerce)
Economic Development ................................................... Kris Blomback (Selectmen Rep)
Economic Development ................................................... Scott Osgood (Selectmen Rep)
Economic Development ................................................... Paul Sheppard (Resident)
Economic Development ................................................... John Weber (Resident)
Economic Development ................................................... Paula Amato (New England College)
Economic Development ................................................... OPEN (Conservation Commission)
Economic Development ................................................... Terry Stamps (Alternate)
Economic Development ................................................... OPEN (Alternate)
Energy Committee ............................................................ OPEN (Chairman)
Energy Committee ............................................................ Mark Mitch (Vice Chairman)
Energy Committee ............................................................ Reagan Bissonnette
Energy Committee ............................................................ Tony Caplan
Energy Committee ............................................................ Scott Osgood (Selectmen Rep)
Fair Hearings Authority.................................................... Larry Colby
Fair Hearings Authority.................................................... Cynthia Marsland
Fair Hearings Authority.................................................... Martha Taylor
Highway Safety Committee ............................................. Ryan Murdough - Police Chief (Chairman)
Highway Safety Committee ............................................. Rocky Bostrom
Highway Safety Committee ............................................. Larry Colby
Highway Safety Committee ............................................. Steven Connor
Highway Safety Committee ............................................. Gary Guzouskas
Highway Safety Committee ............................................. Cynthia Marsland
Highway Safety Committee ............................................. Doug Paul
Highway Safety Committee ............................................. Lance Rickenberg
Highway Safety Committee ............................................. OPEN - Road Agent
Highway Safety Committee ............................................. Steve Burritt - Fire Chief
Highway Safety Committee ............................................. Tom French - Rescue Chief
Highway Safety Committee ............................................. Bob French Jr. - Selectmen Rep
Historic District Commission ........................................... Thomas Dunn (Chairman)
Historic District Commission ........................................... Martha Taylor (Secretary)
Historic District Commission ........................................... Jonathan Evans
Historic District Commission ........................................... Peter Gilbert
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Appointed Members of Committees, Commissions & Boards (Cont.)
Historic District Commission ............................................ Betty Watman
Historic District Commission ............................................ OPEN
Historic District Commission ............................................ Kris Blomback (Selectmen’s Rep)
Historic District Commission ............................................ Cynthia Marsland (Alternate)
Historic District Commission ............................................ OPEN (Alternate)
Historic District Commission ............................................ OPEN (Alternate)
Historic District Commission ............................................ OPEN (Alternate)
Historic District Commission ............................................ OPEN (Alternate)
Municipal Records Committee.......................................... Christine Trovato (Town Administrator)
Municipal Records Committee.......................................... Helga Winn (Assessing)
Municipal Records Committee.......................................... Kim Johnson (Clerk/Tax Collector)
Municipal Records Committee.......................................... Kris Blomback (Selectmen's Rep)
Municipal Records Committee.......................................... Martha Taylor
Municipal Records Committee.......................................... OPEN (Secretary)
Municipal Records Committee.......................................... Russell Roy (Treasurer Rep)
Municipal Records Committee.......................................... OPEN (Alternate)
Municipal Records Committee.......................................... OPEN (Alternate)
Municipal Records Committee.......................................... OPEN (Alternate)
Municipal Records Committee.......................................... OPEN (Alternate)
Municipal Records Committee.......................................... OPEN (Alternate)
Road Management Committee .......................................... Michael Flecchia
Road Management Committee .......................................... Gary Guzouskas
Road Management Committee .......................................... Dan Higgninson (Planning Bd Rep)
Road Management Committee .......................................... Bill Marko
Road Management Committee .......................................... Robert W. Morse
Road Management Committee .......................................... OPEN (Economic Development)
Road Management Committee .......................................... Bob French (Selectmen's Rep)
Road Management Committee .......................................... Tia Hooper (Selectmen's Rep)
Safe Routes to School……………………………………Alyssa Jenelle (Community Member)
Safe Routes to School……………………………………Nate Hadaway (Road Agent)
Safe Routes to School……………………………………Town Administrator (Selectmen’s Rep)
Safe Routes to School……………………………………Lorraine Tacconi-Moore- Superintendent of Schools
Safe Routes to School……………………………………Gary Guzouskas (School Board Chairman)
Safe Routes to School……………………………………Judy Englander (Community Member)
Safe Routes to School……………………………………Katherine McBride– School Principal
Safe Routes to School……………………………………Steve Burritt– Fire Chief
Safe Routes to School……………………………………Margaret Keeler– (Community Member)
Safe Routes to School……………………………………Marianne Cameron (Community Members)
Safe Routes to School……………………………………MaryEllen Schule
Safe Routes to School……………………………………Ryan Murdough– Police Chief
Safe Routes to School……………………………………Nan Palmateer
Safe Routes to School……………………………………Scott Osgood (Planning Board)
Safety & Loss Prevention Committee……………………Christine Trovato, Town Administrator
Safety & Loss Prevention Committee……………………Marc Boisvert (Transfer/Parks)
Safety & Loss Prevention Committee .............................. OPEN (Highway)
Safety & Loss Prevention Committee .............................. Deb Aucoin - Secretary (Administration)
Safety & Loss Prevention Committee .............................. Ryan Bumford (Water)
Safety & Loss Prevention Committee .............................. Mick Costello (Fire & Rescue)
Safety & Loss Prevention Committee .............................. Kurt Robichaud (Wastewater)
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Appointed Members of Committees, Commissions & Boards (Cont.)
Safety & Loss Prevention Committee ............................. Ryan Murdough (Police)
SHOT…………………………………………………….Terri Trier (Chairman)
SHOT…………………………………………………….Debbie Connor
SHOT…………………………………………………….James Eilenberger
SHOT…………………………………………………….Bob French
SHOT…………………………………………………….Robin French
SHOT…………………………………………………….Mary Gilbert
SHOT…………………………………………………….Kelley Gray
SHOT…………………………………………………….Melissa Gray
SHOT…………………………………………………….Devin Littlefield
SHOT…………………………………………………….Linda Patterson
SHOT…………………………………………………….Donna Plante
SHOT…………………………………………………….MaryEllen Schule
SHOT…………………………………………………….OPEN
Trails Committee…………………………………………Toby Jutras (Chairman)
Trails Committee…………………………………………Ross Bennett
Trails Committee…………………………………………Reagan Bissonnette
Trails Committee…………………………………………OPEN
Trails Committee…………………………………………OPEN
Trails Committee…………………………………………OPEN
Trails Committee…………………………………………OPEN
Zoning Board of Adjustment……………………………..Doreen Connor (Chairman)
Zoning Board of Adjustment……………………………..Joan Oliveira (Vice Chairman)
Zoning Board of Adjustment……………………………..Leon Parker
Zoning Board of Adjustment……………………………..Robert Stamps
Zoning Board of Adjustment……………………………..Gigi Laberge
Zoning Board of Adjustment……………………………..Robert Pagano (Alternate)
Zoning Board of Adjustment……………………………..OPEN (Alternate)
Zoning Board of Adjustment……………………………..OPEN (Alternate)
Zoning Board of Adjustment……………………………..OPEN (Alternate)
Zoning Board of Adjustment……………………………..OPEN (Alternate)

Temporarily Appointed Committees
Highway Building Committee .......................................... Rocky Bostrom
Highway Building Committee .......................................... Frederick C. Brunnhoelzl III
Highway Building Committee .......................................... Caleb Dobbins
Highway Building Committee .......................................... Bill Goss
Highway Building Committee .......................................... Nate Hadaway
Highway Building Committee .......................................... Tim McComish
Highway Equipment Committee ...................................... Danny Aucoin
Highway Equipment Committee ...................................... Steve Connor
Highway Equipment Committee ...................................... Scott Dias
Highway Equipment Committee ...................................... Joe Grady
Highway Equipment Committee ...................................... Nate Hadaway
Highway Equipment Committee ...................................... Bill Marko
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Record of Affirmative Votes from 2015 Town Meeting

Town of Henniker
State of New Hampshire
The polls were open at the Henniker Community School Gymnasium
51 Western Avenue, Henniker on Tuesday, March 10, 2015
From 7:00 AM to 7:00 PM
And voting commenced on the following:

1)

Town Officers were voted as follows for the ensuing year:
*Asterick indicates person(s) elected
Selectmen-3 year term
Robert French Jr. 312*
Kris Blomback 322*

Trustees of the Tucker Free Library3 year term
Jamie Ramsey 317*
Patti Osgood 339*

Town Treasurer-1 year term
Ronald C. Taylor 354*
Supervisor of the Checklist-3 year term
Anne M. Gould 376*

Cemetery Trustee-3 year term
Martha Taylor (write-in) 7
Khiara Bostrom (write-in) 6*
Carl/Rocky Bostrom (write-in) 3

Supervisor of the Checklist-6 year term
Ryan Gould 350*

Trustees of the Trust Funds-3 year term
Lynn M. Piotrowicz 326*

Cogswell Spring Water Works Water
Jerry D. Gilbert 366*

Planning Board-3 year term
Rick Patenaude 302*
Scott Dias 338*
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Record of Affirmative Votes from 2015 Town Meeting (Cont.)
2) Are you in favor of amending Chapter 133, Zoning Regulations, Article VIII Commercial District
Regulations, Section 133 – 28 Regulations for all commercial districts, G, by amending it as follows (deletions
are within brackets [ ] and additions are underlined):
[No c]Commercial retail buildings, as defined as any building for commercial retail use, with a building footprint greater than 35,000 square feet [will be allowed within any of the zoning districts in the Town of Henniker.] shall be prohibited from all zoning districts, except for the CH Heavy Commercial District.
Planning Board recommend.
Amendment purpose: At this time, no commercial buildings larger than 35,000 square feet are allowed
anywhere in the community. Given the location of the CH Heavy Commercial District, (eastern portion of Old
Concord Road), the Planning Board believes that this area of the community it well suited for commercial
growth, with excellent access and vacant land. In addition, it will provide opportunities to expand the tax base,
which is greatly needed.
YES 285 NO 98
3) Are you in favor of amending Chapter 133, Zoning Regulations Article XVI, Non-conforming Uses,
Non-complying Structures & Non-conforming Lots by making the following changes?
Create new Section 133 – 75 to read as follows: Existing Non-conforming Residential Uses in the CH Heavy
Commercial District: Existing principal and accessory residential structures may be expanded as a matter of
right and shall not require a Special Exception from the Zoning Board of Adjustment.
Planning Board recommend.
Amendment purpose: To reduce conflicts between commercial/industrial and residential uses, two years ago the
Planning Board amended the zoning ordinance to prohibit residential uses in the CH Heavy Commercial zone.
This change creates a burden to existing homes in this area, requiring homeowners to obtain Zoning Board
approval for home expansions. This amendment will allow such natural expansions to occur by right.
YES 314 NO 65
(430 of the 3239 registered voters in Henniker voted – 11%)
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Record of Affirmative Votes from 2015 Town Meeting (Cont.)
The meeting reconvened at the Henniker Community School Cafetorium
on Saturday, March 14 at 1:00 p.m.
The annual Henniker Town Meeting began with the Pledge of Allegiance, led by the Moderator, Wayne Colby. A
reminder was given to all in attendance to get checked in by the Supervisors of the Checklist and receive your
voting card to be used when voting on articles. There were 223 voter cards issued at the Town Meeting. Wayne
also mentioned that the 7th grade class will once again be selling refreshments to help defray some of the costs for
the annual trip to Washington, DC. Wayne then recognized Leigh Bosse, from the Messenger who had a presentation to make. Leigh presented the Highway Department with gift certificates to the Appleseed Restaurant as a thank
you from the Town of Henniker residents for all the hard work they have done this winter. Wayne then mentioned
the results of the two zoning amendments and the results from the only contested seat on the Henniker School
Board. Wayne reminded all the re-elected and newly elected officials that they need to be sworn in before taking
any official actions.
An introduction of the head table was given – Kimberly Johnson, Town Clerk/Tax Collector; Deborah Aucoin,
Deputy Town Clerk/Tax Collector; the Selectmen: Robert French, Jr., Leo Aucoin, Kris Blomback, Scott Osgood,
Tia Hooper; Chris Trovato, Town Administrator and Russ Roy, Finance Director. Russ Roy, Nate Hadaway, and
Ken Levesque are not Henniker residents, but they will be allowed to speak.
Wayne spoke about his roll as the Moderator which is to make sure that we have an orderly and legal meeting. Any
decision made by the Moderator may be challenged or overturned by making a motion. After a motion has been
made and you wish to speak to that motion, come to the microphone, state your name and wait to be recognized.
Any amendment that you would like to make must be in writing. A motion to end discussion on any article can’t be
made by the last person to speak to that motion. Any 5 voters in attendance may request a ballot vote before any
type of vote and 5 voters can also request a ballot vote recount. Please be respectful and no personal attacks. “We
are all in the same town, same sandbox, so play nice”.
Kris Blomback, Chairman of the Selectmen, opened his presentation with the fact that this process of a Town
Meeting in Henniker has unfolded at least 247 other times before today. The backbone of our operation is personnel based, and we had a number of departures and arrivals this past year. The departures this past year were Tom
Yennerell, Nicole Gage, and Fire Chief Keith Gilbert. We welcomed Christine Trovato as the new Town
Administrator; Steve Burritt, the new Chief of the Fire Department and Carol Conforti-Adams. We also wish the
Ayer family heartfelt condolences with the passing of Chief Ben Ayer who held a steady watch for 35 plus years as
the Fire Chief and retired from Henniker in 2003.
Kris said the Highway garage fire on January 30th is still a fresh memory and spoke about what the goal for
rebuilding is. Kudos to all our employees who are working under difficult conditions and making the most of it. A
brief explanation was given on some of the articles to be discussed during the meeting, including the Fire Truck,
the operating budget, fire/rescue budget, the Canal Area Bridge, and the revaluation scheduled to take place this
year. Kris mentioned the dedicated funds that people may make donations to for specific causes. These specific
causes are Azalea Park, Community Concert Series, the Community Center, Spirit of Henniker (S.H.O.T) and
Athletics.
Most of the citizen input has overwhelmingly indicated that they are content with the level of spending and
government services that are being provided. Kris said the Selectmen believe that the budget being presented today
provides that and they are asking for your support.
Kris concluded with saying that Mr. Colby will help us navigate and keep the process legal. Kris ended with what
his fortune cookie from lunch the other day said…..”He who is afraid to ask is ashamed of learning” I thought that
was very appropriate.
Wayne Colby, the Moderator, discussed the procedure for the 2 ballot votes that were necessary for Article 4 and
Article 5. There will be a motion made to postpone discussion on Article 4 until discussion and the voting results
are known on Article 5. The polls must be open for 1 hour on each of the bond issues.
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Record of Affirmative Votes from 2015 Town Meeting (Cont.)
4)

To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to enter into a long-term lease/purchase
agreement in the amount of Five Hundred Fifty Three Thousand Five Hundred Thirty Dollars ($553,530)
payable over a term of five years for the replacement of the Fire Department Pumper Truck and to raise and
appropriate the sum of Sixty Three Thousand Dollars ($63,000) for the down payment for that purpose, and
to authorize the withdrawal of $63,000 from the Fire Truck Capital Reserve Fund; in 2016 the sum of
$98,106 will be due on the lease/purchase agreement and this sum will be due each year over the five year
term. (2/3 vote required for passage.)
Selectmen recommend.
MOTION TO POSTPONE DISCUSSION AND ACTION ON ARTICLE 4 UNTIL RESULTS OF THE
VOTING ON ARTICLE 5 ARE KNOWN
MOTION PASSED

5) To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of ($1,200,000) One Million Two Hundred
Thousand Dollars for the construction and equipping of a new public works garage and the purchase of road
maintenance equipment, including, trucks, plows, wings, communications equipment, road grader, and to a
uthorize the issuance of bonds or notes in accordance with the Municipal Finance Act\(RSA 33) and to authorize municipal officials to issue and negotiate such bonds or notes and to determine the rate of interest thereon
and to accept such grants, insurance proceeds and other revenues as may be available.
MOTION made to postpone voting on Ar ticle 5 until action on Ar ticle 21 is complete.
MOTION FAILED
MOTION TO AMEND (#1) ARTICLE 5: to r aise and appr opr iate up to the sum of ($1,000,000) One
Million Dollars for the construction and equipping of a new public works garage and the purchase of road
maintenance equipment, including, trucks, plows, wings, communications equipment, road grader, and to
authorize the issuance of bonds or notes in accordance with the Municipal Finance Act(RSA 33) and to
authorize municipal officials to issue and negotiate such bonds or notes and to determine the rate of interest
thereon and to accept such grants, insurance proceeds and other revenues as may be available.
MOTION FAILED BY HAND COUNT
YES 80 NO 109
MOTION TO AMEND (#2) ARTICLE 5: to r aise and appr opr iate up to the sum of ($1,200,000) One
Million Two Hundred Thousand Dollars for the construction and equipping of a new public works garage
and the purchase of road maintenance equipment, including, trucks, plows, wings, communications
equipment, road grader, and to authorize the issuance of bonds or notes in accordance with the Municipal
Finance Act(RSA 33) and to authorize municipal officials to issue and negotiate such bonds or notes and to
determine the rate of interest thereon and to accept such grants, insurance proceeds and other revenues as
may be available.
MOTION PASSED
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate up to the sum of ($1,200,000) One Million Two
Hundred Thousand Dollars for the construction and equipping of a new public works garage and the
purchase of road maintenance equipment, including, trucks, plows, wings, communications equipment, road
grader, and to authorize the issuance of bonds or notes in accordance with the Municipal Finance Act(RSA
33) and to authorize municipal officials to issue and negotiate such bonds or notes and to determine the rate
of interest thereon and to accept such grants, insurance proceeds and other revenues as may be available.
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Record of Affirmative Votes from 2015 Town Meeting (Cont.)
BALLOT VOTING ON ARTICLE 5 BEGAN AT 3:19 p.m.
6)

To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Four Million Four Hundred Fifty One
Thousand Seven Hundred Ninety Four Dollars ($4,451,794) for general municipal operations.
Selectmen recommend.

EXECUTIVE BUDGET
HISTORIC DISTRICT
TOWN CLK BUDGET
ELECTION BUDGET
TAX MAP BUDGET
TOWN OFFICE BUDGET
TAX COLL BUDGET
LEGAL FEES BUDGET
PLAN BUDGET
ZBA BUDGET
CEMETERIES BUDGET
INSURANCE BUDGET
MUNICIPAL DUES BUDGET
POLICE BUDGET
FIRE/RESCUE BUDGET
CODE BUDGET
EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
HIGHWAY BUDGET
HIGHWAY/STREETS BUD
STREET LIGHTS BUDGET
SOLID WASTE BUDGET
ANIMAL CONTROL BUD
HUMAN SERVICE BUDGET
ATHLETIC BUDGET
PATRIOTIC PURPOSES BUD
CONCERT'S BUDGET
CONSERVATION BUDGET
COMMUNITY BUDGET
DEBT SERVICE – PRINCIPAL
DEBT SERVICE – INTEREST
DEBT SERVICE – TAN INT
Total

2015 Requested
21,067
1,250
71,938
6.750
3,850
458,486
73,641
30,000
47,969
5,521
8,000
110,937
3,641
1,150,321
693,617
4,000
3,792
650,971
360,500
24,080
433,885
12.059
90,065
40,149
2,150
5,850
2,790
58,366
57,000
9,149
10,000
4,451,794

2014 Approved
20,767
1,250
70,419
9,960
3,850
478,505
71,122
20,000
47,751
5,521
8,000
110,975
3,603
1,047,666
537,286
4,000
1,292
651,802
292,500
24,080
438,713
24,437
87,500
40,149
2,150
5,850
2,790
58,366
59,000
11,743
10,000
4,151,047

Difference
300
0
1,519
-3,210
0
-20,019
2,519
10,000
218
0
0
-38
38
102,655
156,331
0
2,500
-831
68,000
0
-4,828
-12,378
2,565
0
0
0
0
0
-2,000
-2,594
0
300,747

MOTION TO AMEND (#1) ARTICLE 6: to r emove $47,000.00 fr om the budget to r emove the
position of a Planning Consultant.
AMENDMENT FAILED – NO SECOND
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VOTED to r aise and appr opr iate the sum of Four Million Four Hundr ed Fifty One Thousand Seven
Hundred Ninety Four Dollars ($4,451,794) for general municipal operations.
Selectmen recommend.

EXECUTIVE BUDGET
HISTORIC DISTRICT
TOWN CLK BUDGET
ELECTION BUDGET
TAX MAP BUDGET
TOWN OFFICE BUDGET
TAX COLL BUDGET
LEGAL FEES BUDGET
PLAN BUDGET
ZBA BUDGET
CEMETERIES BUDGET
INSURANCE BUDGET
MUNICIPAL DUES BUDGET
POLICE BUDGET
FIRE/RESCUE BUDGET
CODE BUDGET
EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
HIGHWAY BUDGET
HIGHWAY/STREETS BUD
STREET LIGHTS BUDGET

2015 Requested
21,067
1,250
71,938
6.750
3,850
458,486
73,641
30,000
47,969
5,521
8,000
110,937
3,641
1,150,321
693,617
4,000
3,792
650,971
360,500
24,080

2014 Approved
20,767
1,250
70,419
9,960
3,850
478,505
71,122
20,000
47,751
5,521
8,000
110,975
3,603
1,047,666
537,286
4,000
1,292
651,802
292,500
24,080

Difference
300
0
1,519
-3,210
0
-20,019
2,519
10,000
218
0
0
-38
38
102,655
156,331
0
2,500
-831
68,000
0

SOLID WASTE BUDGET
ANIMAL CONTROL BUD
HUMAN SERVICE BUDGET
ATHLETIC BUDGET
PATRIOTIC PURPOSES BUD
CONCERT'S BUDGET
CONSERVATION BUDGET
COMMUNITY BUDGET
DEBT SERVICE – PRINCIPAL
DEBT SERVICE – INTEREST
DEBT SERVICE – TAN INT
Total

433,885
12.059
90,065
40,149
2,150
5,850
2,790
58,366
57,000
9,149
10,000
4,451,794

438,713
24,437
87,500
40,149
2,150
5,850
2,790
58,366
59,000
11,743
10,000
4,151,047

-4,828
-12,378
2,565
0
0
0
0
0
-2,000
-2,594
0
300,747

BALLOT VOTING ON ARTICLE 5 CLOSED AT 4:19 p.m.
7)

VOTED to r aise and appr opr iate the sum of up to Thr ee Hundr ed Sixty Four Thousand Dollar s
($364,000) for the Canal Bridge Repairs.
Selectmen recommend.
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BALLOT VOTING RESULTS ON ARTICLE 5
YES 179 NO 24
ARTICLE 5 PASSED WITH THE REQUIRED 2/3 VOTE
MOTION made to r estr ict r econsider ation of Ar ticles 5 thr ough 7 in accor dance with RSA 40:15,
paragraphs 1 and 5.
MOTION PASSED
4)

To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to enter into a long-term lease/purchase
agreement in the amount of Five Hundred Fifty Three Thousand Five Hundred Thirty Dollars ($553,530)
payable over a term of five years for the replacement of the Fire Department Pumper Truck and to raise and
appropriate the sum of Sixty Three Thousand Dollars ($63,000) for the down payment for that purpose, and
to authorize the withdrawal of $63,000 from the Fire Truck Capital Reserve Fund; in 2016 the sum of
$98,106 will be due on the lease/purchase agreement and this sum will be due each year over the five year
term. (2/3 vote required for passage.)
Selectmen recommend.
MOTION TO AMEND (#1) ARTICLE 4: To see if the town will r aise fr om the cur r ent year taxation
and appropriate the sum of $453,693.00 and authorize a withdraw from the Fire Truck Capital Reserve fund
in the amount of $63,000 (Sixty Three Thousand Dollars) for the purpose of purchasing a Fire Department
Pumper Truck.
MOTION FAILED
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to enter into a long-term lease/purchase
agreement in the amount of Five Hundred Fifty Three Thousand Five Hundred Thirty Dollars ($553,530)
payable over a term of five years for the replacement of the Fire Department Pumper Truck and to raise and
appropriate the sum of Sixty Three Thousand Dollars ($63,000) for the down payment for that purpose, and
to authorize the withdrawal of $63,000 from the Fire Truck Capital Reserve Fund; in 2016 the sum of
$98,106 will be due on the lease/purchase agreement and this sum will be due each year over the five year
term. (2/3 vote required for passage.)
Selectmen recommend.
BALLOT VOTING ON ARTICLE 4 BEGAN AT 4:43 p.m.

8)

VOTED to r aise and appr opr iate the sum of Twenty Five Thousand Dollar s ($25,000) to pur chase/
replace Plow Gear for the Highway Department Loader.
Selectmen recommend.

9)

VOTED to r aise and appr opr iate the sum of For ty Thousand Dollar s ($40,000) to r eplace the Pick-Up
Truck used at the transfer station and to authorize the withdrawal of $40,000 from Unreserved Fund
Balance. No amount to be raised from taxes.
Selectmen recommend.

10)

VOTED to r aise and appr opr iate the sum of Two Hundr ed Eleven Thousand Five Hundr ed Sixty
Eight Dollars ($211,568) for the Tucker Free Library with the amount to be raised from current year
taxation.
Selectmen recommend.

11)

VOTED to r aise and appr opr iate the sum of $4,583 (four thousand five hundr ed eighty thr ee dollar s
for the purpose of restoration of the stained glass indows at the Tucker Free Library. Furthermore, this
appropriation is 100% reimbursable to the Town from a Conservation License Plate Grant Program offered
through the State of New Hampshire Department of Cultural Resources. No expenditure under this article
shall occur unless the library receives the amount of the stated grant.
Selectmen recommend.
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12)

VOTED to r aise and appr opr iate the sum of up to One hundr ed for ty six thousand nine hundr ed
sixty six dollars ($146,966) for road improvements, representing the Town’s estimated share of the New
Hampshire Highway Block Grant. Only the amount of revenue received from the block grant shall be appropriated for this purpose. This is a non-lapsing appropriation per RSA 32:7, VI and will not lapse before
five (5) years.
Selectmen recommend.

13)

VOTED to r aise and appr opr iate the sum of Fifty Thousand Dollar s ($50,000) to conduct the Statistical Property Revaluation.
Selectmen recommend.

14)

VOTED to r aise and appr opr iate the sum of Fifty Six Thousand Five Hundr ed Dollar s ($56,500) to
be added to the Ambulance Capital Reserve Fund established in 1988 under the provisions of RSA 35:1 for
the purchase of an ambulance for the Rescue Squad, of which the amount of $6,500 will be transferred if
received from the Town of Bradford.
Selectmen recommend.

15)

VOTED to r aise and appr opr iate the sum of up to Two Hundr ed One Thousand Eight Hundr ed
Sixty Five Dollars ($201,865) for Fire Department Self Contained Breathing Apparatus (SCBA)
equipment. Said appropriation is contingent upon receipt and acceptance by the Board of Selectmen of a
FEMA “Assistance to Firefighter’s Grant” in the amount up to One Hundred Ninety Two Thousand Two
Hundred Fifty Three Dollars ($192,253), and authority is granted to take all steps to apply for such grant
funding. The remaining cost, not to exceed $9,612 will come from taxation. This is a non-lapsing
appropriation per RSA 32:7, VI and will not lapse until December 31, 2018 or upon completion of the
project, whichever comes first. No expenditure will occur unless grant from FEMA is awarded to the Town
of Henniker.
Selectmen recommend.
MOTION made to r estr ict r econsider ation of Ar ticles 8 thr ough 15 in accor dance with
RSA 40:15, paragraphs 1 and 5.
MOTION PASSED

16)

To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of One Dollar ($1) to be added to the Fire
Truck Capital Reserve Fund established at the 2001 Town Meeting under the provisions of RSA 35:1.
Selectmen recommend.
MOTION TO POSTPONE ACTION ON ARTICLE 16 UNTIL WE HAVE RESULTS
FROM VOTING ON ARTICLE 4
MOTION PASSED

17)

VOTED to r aise and appr opr iate the sum of $19,000 for the Weather ization of the Town Hall as
requested by the Energy Committee.
Selectmen recommend.

18)

VOTED vote to r aise and appr opr iate the sum of Four Hundr ed Twenty Thr ee thousand One
Hundred Twenty Five ($423,125) for the operating expenses of Cogswell Spring Water Works. This
funding is provided by water assessments.
Water Commissioners recommend.
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Record of Affirmative Votes from 2015 Town Meeting (Cont.)
19)

VOTED to r aise and appr opr iate the sum of Five Hundr ed For ty Two Thousand Four Hundr ed
Eighty Two Dollars ($542,482) for the operating expenses of the Wastewater Treatment Plant. This
funding is provided by sewer assessments.
Sewer Commissioners recommend. Selectmen recommend.

20)

VOTED to r aise and appr opr iate the sum $300,026 (Thr ee hundr ed thousand twenty six dollar s) for
the reconstruction of sidewalks and curbing on Rush Road, Maple Street, Prospect Street and Hall Avenue
and authorize the acceptance of the same amount from a Transportation Alternatives Program grant set
forth by the New Hampshire Department of Transportation. The funding is eighty percent (80%)
reimbursable by the State in the amont of $240,020 (Two hundred forty thousand twenty dollars) upon
completion of the project(s) authorized by the NHDOT, The State portion is $240,020; and furthermore,
dispensing of funds from this article is contingent upon the DOT awarding the grant. The balance of
$60,005 (sixty thousand five dollars) will come from taxation. The grant award will take place in Spring
2015. This is a non-lapsing article per RSA 32:7 and will not lapse before two (2) years or upon
completion, whichever comes first.
Selectmen recommend.
BALLOT VOTING ON ARTICLE 4 CLOSED AT 5:48 p.m.
BALLOT VOTING RESULTS ON ARTICLE 4
YES 118 NO 58
ARTICLE 4 PASSED WITH THE REQUIRED 2/3 VOTE

16)

MOTION TO TAKE NO ACTION to r aise and appr opr iate the sum of One Dollar ($1) to be added
to the Fire Truck Capital Reserve Fund established at the 2001 Town Meeting under the provisions of RSA
35:1.
Selectmen recommend.
MOTION PASSED

21 )

VOTED to author ize the conveyance of a conser vation easement to an established Conser vation
Trust on two adjacent lots off of Craney Pond Road and identified in the Town’s tax records as Map 1, Lot
735 and Map 1, Lot 739, subject to the conditions that the Conservation Commission approve the conveyance and underwrite all costs from the Conservation Fund, including, but not limited to surveying, legal,
transaction and monitoring fees.
Conservation Commission and Selectmen recommend.

To transact any other business that may legally come before this meeting. (This article is meant to allocate time that
public acknowledgments may be voiced and is not meant to add additional articles to the meeting. The final decision is the responsibility of the Town Moderator - per Henniker Town Counsel).
The meeting adjourned at 6:18 p.m.
A True copy Attest:
Kimberly I. Johnson, Town Clerk
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2016 Warrant
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2016 Warrant (Continued)
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2016 Warrant (Continued)
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2016 Warrant (Continued)
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2016 Warrant Addendum
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2016 Warrant Addendum (Continued)
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2016 Warrant Addendum (Continued)
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2016 Warrant Addendum (Continued)
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2016 Warrant Addendum (Continued)
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2016 Warrant Addendum (Continued)
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2016 Proposed Budget & Estimated Revenues
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Town Departments & Offices
Building Inspector & Permits Report
2015 was busy with the re-construction of the Highway Department building and the new NEC Building in the
center of town. New house and renovation permits remained consistent. There continues to be a fair amount of
permits for electric upgrades and residential stand-by generators.
The Building Department remains readily available as a resource for any construction or code questions.
I would like to thank the Henniker Fire Department and Cherry Palmisano, in the office, for all of their
assistance in meeting the needs of the town.
I look forward to a busy year in 2016.
Respectfully submitted,
Kyle Parker, Building Inspector

History of Permits Issued
YEAR
Commercial
New Homes
Demolition
Additions
Other*
SUBTOTAL

2015
23
5
6
11
11
56

2014
2
3
9
18
14
46

2013
12
3
8
3
22
48

2012
9
4
7
3
15
38

2011
17
4
3
1
6
31

2010
7
3
4
5
14
33

2009
7
4
2
2
28
43

Electrical only**
Plumbing only**

23
9

18
5

21
4

14
6

18
2

23
16

21
9

Sign Permits (temp.** & perm.)
Driveway Permits
Trench Permits**

1
7
5

1
4
0

8
6
2

12
11
6

17
3
8

21
8
25

19
8
8

Assembly Permits**

11

1

8

8

3

5

6

Raffle Permits**

9

0

3

7

4

5

4

Hawker Peddler License

0

0

1

2

1

2

0

121

75

101

104

87

138

118

$6,484.08

$4,154.00

$4,749.20

$5,643.00

$2,504.30

$2,925.45

$3,356.61

TOTALS:
REVENUES:

* Includes rebuilding after a fire, sheds, barns, general renovations, decks, swimming pools, solar panel installations and dormers.
** There is no charge for these permits ($0).
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Highway Department
The winter of 2015 was
challenging to say the least. The
winter season started off fairly
normal then went to snow just
about every other day.
On January 30, 2015 the
Highway Garage burned to the
ground along with most of the
Town’s equipment. We were
fortunate to have been loaned
equipment from the NH
Department of Transportation,
the Town of Weare, and Rymes
Propane and that the Highway
Departments from the towns of
Hopkinton,
Deering,
and
Hillsborough assisted our crew in plowing, sanding, and salting Henniker roads. To all these departments we say a
very big “Thank You!” We would also like to thank the residents of Henniker for their support and continued
patience during this time.
A Highway Equipment Committee was formed and those volunteers worked together to replace the town’s fleet of
trucks and equipment by fall. A Highway Building Committee was also formed and members worked diligently to
come up with a plan to build a new and improved building that will last for generations to come.
Along with general maintenance of town roads, a section of French Pond Road, including the replacement of
culverts, was replaced from Old West Hopkinton Road to French Road. Old Concord Road from Amey Brook to
State Shed Road was milled off due to delaminating and topped with new asphalt.
After paving was completed we rented a shoulder back up machine and backed up shoulders on French Pond Road
and Old Concord Road.
In October we lost full-time employee, Matt McLain, followed by Superintendent Nate Hadaway and Assistant
Superintendent Matt Bumford, both in December.
With 2016 upon us, a new building, new equipment, and new staff we will strive to provide the best service within
our capabilities.
Respectfully submitted,
Tom Weston
Interim Highway
Superintendent
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Highway Department (Continued)
Equipment Update
A salvaged plow has been installed on the used International saving $4,000.
Truck 602 is a new 10 wheel International, which
came complete with the plow set-up.
The highway crew installed a salvaged plow and wing
on Truck 604, which is a new 10 wheel International
reflecting a savings of $6,000.
The grader was a total loss to the town and a new
replacement was purchased.
Five trucks were purchased back from the insurance
company at a cost of $10,000. The highway crew was
able to salvage parts striped off these trucks to be used
in the future if there is a need. The salvaged parts
include items such as headgear, tires, wheels, and air
tanks.
A new cab and nose were purchased for the 2007
AWD Freightliner and installed on the salvage chassis
by the highway crew. If the cab and nose were sent
out to be wired and installed on the chassis it would
have cost the town $15,000.
If the 6 wheel AWD blue International was shipped
out it would have cost $50,000 for the low bidder to
put it together with all new parts and the truck would
not have been delivered back to the town until March
or April of 2016. The highway crew was able to put
this truck back together utilizing salvaged parts and
highway crew man hours with no added cost to the tax
payers. This also allowed for the truck to be put back
into service in time for the first storm.
Purchasing the salvaged trucks back from the insurance company, salvaging useable parts, and utilizing
highway crew to set up the trucks instead of sending
them elsewhere reflects an overall estimated savings
to the town of $55,000.
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Transfer Station / Recycling Center
& Parks and Properties Department
For 2015, we shipped 1317 tons of trash to the incinerator at a cost of $59,265 for disposal plus $26,340 in
transportation costs. This totals $85,605 to dispose of our trash, a $14,527 reduction over 2014 even though we
received 12 tons of additional trash. 2015 found us at the beginning of a new trash disposal contract with Casella
Waste, which accounted for the cost savings.
Our recycling rate at the Transfer Station for 2015 was 31.3%. This is a 0.09% decrease over 2014. We
recycled 600 tons of material in 2015, a .5% increase over the 597 tons shipped in 2014. The upward recycling
trend seems like it stagnated again this year, but we ended the year with over 20 additional tons of recycling in
storage awaiting shipment. Had the timing of shipments been more cooperative we would have shown a healthy
increase in recycling for the year. We will need to continue this upward recycling trend to lower our overall
disposal costs in the future.
Recycling revenue for 2015 was significantly lower than 2014. Gross recycling revenue for 2015 was
$33,141 as compared to $52,681 for 2014. Global economic slowdown particularly in China has driven recycled
commodity pricing to very low levels. However, if we actually make some money and do not have to pay any
money to dispose of this material, it is always a win-win situation. When you factor in our avoided cost by
recycling of $47,362, recycling gained us $80,503 for 2015.
We sent out 27 loads of C&D / building debris with a total weight of 225.08 tons, at a cost of $15,429 for
disposal plus $4,265 in transportation costs. While we shipped more containers, the overall cost was lower than
2014. We changed vendors mid-year which helped drive this cost down. Our average container weight was 8.34
tons so our backhoe is still paying for itself by allowing us to pack more material into a container than we used to
be able to do with a loader.
2015 saw a few personnel changes at the Transfer Station. Assistant Superintendent Peter Fernandes retired
at the end of August after over 20 years of dedicated service to the town. Long time attendant Marc Boisvert was
promoted to Assistant Superintendent and part time attendant Kristen Bergeron was hired as full time attendant.
Christina Smith and Troy Power were hired as part time attendants.
New equipment pressed into service in 2015 included a new hydraulic push-out trash trailer approved at
2014 Town Meeting and a 2015 Ford F-350 dump truck approved last year. Both pieces of equipment are making
operation of this facility more efficient and streamlined.
Lastly, I would like to once again (for several years in a row) stress the importance of increasing the amount
of material that we recycle in Henniker. While our recycling rate for solid waste that passes through the Transfer
Station is pretty good and has been generally improving annually, it could always be a lot better. To those of you
who currently recycle, we say THANK YOU! To those who currently do not recycle, a little “food for thought,”
recycling is one way for every taxpayer to directly influence the tax rate for the town, i.e., the more we recycle, the
less expensive it is to operate the Transfer Station and the more revenue the Transfer Station can generate to help
offset taxes. While we have been able to reduce our budget each of the last 6 years now, it is at the point where the
only way to continue this trend is for us to send less trash for disposal which means more recycling. There is nearly
nothing recyclable that we do not provide the opportunity to recycle at the Transfer Station, we simply need more
residents to participate in this simple process. Recycling seems like a difficult, daunting task to some people;
however it is only a matter of getting into the habit of doing it. If residents just started out recycling one
commodity, say glass for example, which is very heavy and costly to dispose of in our trash stream we could see a
significant reduction in our trash tipping fees. Besides, glass does not burn in an incinerator or decompose in a
landfill so it is an excellent item to remove from these facilities. After glass, maybe another item could be added
and another after that etc. Another possibility is composting, which can be done at home. 27% of the solid waste by
weight in this country is food waste. Over a quarter of our waste stream could be eliminated by home composting.
The Transfer Station has home compost bins available for sale at our cost of $50. They can be purchased at the
Transfer Station at any time. We try to make recycling as easy as possible here at the Transfer Station given that we
are a separation facility and not single stream and are constantly looking for ways to improve this process.
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Transfer Station / Recycling Center
& Parks and Properties Department (Continued)
Parks & Properties Department
2015 was again a busy year for the Parks & Properties Department. Aside from completing all of our
regular on-going grounds and building related tasks, we completed several other additional projects. Our regular on
-going tasks include:
• Shoveling/sanding walkways and steps in front and back of the Town Hall, front and back of the
Grange, front and back of the Tucker Free Library, front of the Police Department, front of the
Historical Society, front and back of the Community Center and the steps from Main Street to the
riverside parking lot.
• Mowing and trimming grass at all town facilities, parks and athletic fields, equating to roughly 17 acres
of grass to be cut each week (with athletic fields requiring twice a week cutting at certain times of year).
• Plant and maintain all flower pots and flower gardens on town property.
• Leaf removal from around all town buildings and parks.
• Baseball and softball field grooming and striping for each game day.
• Various duties at town buildings including setting up chairs for events at the Community Center,
moving boxes in the Town Hall, light carpentry and plumbing tasks, changing between summer and
winter doors at the library, and installing and removing A/C units at Town Hall.
Additional projects were only minor maintenance issues with no major projects completed due to personnel
shortages throughout the year.
Respectfully submitted,
William McGirr, Superintendent

Transfer Station employees Marc Boisvert, Kristen Bergeron and Bill McGirr
standing next to the 2015 F-350 truck approved at last year's town meeting
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2015 Recycling Results
Items

Weight
(tons)

Used Clothing
Plastics
Cardboard/Newspaper
Glass
Mixed Paper
Aluminum Cans
Metal
Tin Cans
Auto Batteries
Non-Ferrous Metals
Electronic Scrap
Propane Tanks(estimate)
Refrigerators, AC, Freezers etc.(estimate)
Swap Shop(estimate)
Leaves(estimate)
Brush/Clean wood-burn pile (estimate)
TV's/Monitors/Misc. Electronics
Used Oil(gallons)(estimate)
Used cooking oil
Rechargeable Batterys&cell phones

Totals

Gross Revenue Avoided Cost

12.40
35.40
92.10
162.00
84.90
5.44
102.91
10.53
1.53
3.56
0.00
1.00
6.77
57.20
7.00
0.00
16.85
2300.00
0.00
0.12

$1,240.00
$5,211.76
$6,339.36
n/a
$2,427.15
$5,083.30
$8,735.64
$461.51
$682.64
$2,778.60
$0.00
n/a
$181.00
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
na
$0.00
N/A

599.71

$33,140.96

Other Monies Received
Permits
Disposal Fees and Recycling Revenue
Household Haz. Waste $ from other towns
Town of Warner trash
Household Hazardous Waste- NH Grant
Haulers Fee
State of NH Used Oil Grant
NHTB Recycling Grant
Town of Hopkinton trash

$331.00
$44,560.96
$9,000
$511.98
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$170.00

Total Revenue

$54,573.94

Total Avoided Cost

$45,881.41

Grand Total

$100,455.35

Avoided cost is what it would cost to properly dispose of above items if not recycled
(This is a conservative number.)
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$806.00
$2,301.00
$5,986.50
$10,530.00
$5,518.50
$353.60
$6,689.15
$684.45
$99.71
$231.40
$0.00
$65.00
$440.05
$3,718.00
$455.00
$0.00
$1,095.25
$6,900.00
$0.00
$7.80

$45,881.41

Human Services
This past fiscal year saw the first full year of having Caseworker, Carol Conforti-Adams in place. After the
screenings she conducted, Carol sent 26 residents for voucher assistance to my office. Those clients were in need of
rental, electric, heating fuels and medications. At the end of the year we were 12% over the projected budget. The
highest amount of needed assistance again was rental assistance. The next was heating fuel as we faced another
frigid New England winter. There was an increase of residents seeking wood as fuel this past year, fortunately I
was able to find a reasonable priced supplier.
In the area of electric, medications and food we came under the projected budget by a total of $4,227.65. We also
assisted in the cremation of one resident this past year. The coming year I foresee no major shift in the Welfare
needs, although this mild winter we are experiencing due to the El Nino weather system may see a decrease in the
fuel need. The residents fuel assistance may extend for the entire winter, as opposed to running out mid season.
I am availalbe by phone at 428-3221 ext. 7, seven days a week. and I am in the office at the Town Hall on Saturday
Mornings by appointment.
Respectfully submitted,
Brenda Slongwhite
Human Services Director

At the 2014 Town Meeting, residents voted to support a new Human Services Caseworker position with the goal of
assisting residents that have been experiencing social economic hardships. In prior years many long-time and new
residents had been experiencing financial difficulty and our welfare budget increased substantiality. I was hired in
October 2014 to provide assistance, information, direct help and education services that would facilitate a hand up,
not just a hand-out approach. I have over 30 years of education and human service experience. As caseworker here
in Henniker, I have provided regular offices hours for walk-in services and networking with local and state
organizations/agencies, which has increased the access to resources for our residents. Our welfare budget is still
higher than we would like, but having a caseworker has assisted individuals and families where they have received
medical/Medicaid benefits; food stamps; subsidized housing and fuel assistance approval therefore decreasing the
request for Town assistance. Providing one on one assistance to individuals filling out applications and support to
complete all necessary documents has proven to be successful. Below is this past year data of services provided;
our accomplishments and goals for 2016.
2015 Accomplishments
• Nine individuals / families received approval for subsidized housing
• Estimated 20 individuals/families qualified for State Medicaid, food stamps etc.
• Over eight people received assistance with Federal Social Security benefits
• Five different educational programs
• One-on-one sessions on budgeting/financial matters; resume writing and job searching
• Established and facilitated a monthly Human Service Advisory Council (HSAC)
• Submitted paperwork for an awarded $4,000 grant from UNH-IOD-CEI
2016 Goals
• Revise guidelines to incorporate system that clients needs to develop and work on plan that may improve
their financial situation before they come back to welfare for another voucher.
• Implement data base system to increase collaboration and efficiencies
• Finish UNH-OID-CEI project
• Insure all confidential forms and procedures are followed
Respectfully submitted,
Carol Conforti-Adams M.Ed. CDF
Human Services Caseworker
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Tucker Free Library
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Tucker Free Library (Continued)
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Tucker Free Library (Continued)
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Tucker Free Library (Continued)
REVENUE
Trustees of Trust Funds--Revenue Paid
Trust Fund Revenue (Willis Cogswell)
Dona$ons/Memorials
Copy Machine Revenue
Overdue Book Contribu$ons
Overdue DVD Revenue
Service Charge
Non-Resident Fee Revenue
Dona$ons to Established Trusts
Reimbursements/Books,Videos,Audios
Town of Henniker--Appropria$on 2015
Moose Plate Grant
New Hampshire Humani$es Council Grants
Other Types of Income
Sale of Surplus

$ 11,873.22
$ 16,718.37
$
1,025.00
$
726.75
$
288.81
$
1,662.76
$
5.00
$
150.00
$
760.00
$
172.07
$ 211,567.37
$ 12,583.00
$
500.00
$
80.00
$
57.49
$ 258,169.84
$

15,677.21

$
$
$
$
$
TOTAL $

4,000.00
3,000.00
1,104.84
448.81
2,000.00
10,553.65

$

5,123.56

REVENUE OVER EXPENDITURES
RESERVED FUNDS
Encumbered for U$li$es
Encumbered for General Maintenance
Total Memorial Funds Reserved
Vivian Allen
Beres Fund

UNEXPENDED/RESERVED FUNDS
EXPENDITURES
Books
Audiotapes/books
Downloadable Content
DVDs
Periodicals
Supplies
Building Maintenance
Technical Maintenance
Mee$ngs/Memberships/Mileage
Programs
U$li$es
Equipment
Transfer trust dona$ons to Trustees of Trust Funds
Salaries and beneﬁts
Moose Plate Grant Stained Glass Restora$on
Pain$ng Stack Room

$ 17,153.95
$
1,771.88
$
89.98
$
2,226.14
$
1,190.73
$
4,485.07
$
8,622.61
$
$
300.07
$
4,991.32
$
9,853.50
$
1,870.81
$
760.00
$ 175,355.07
$ 10,321.50
$
3,500.00
$ 242,492.63
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2015 TOWN TRUST FUNDS RECEIVED
L.A. Cogswell
$
1,597.96
Dr. Francis O. Holmes
$
122.15
D.W. & E. Cogswell
$
1,035.45
A.D. Huntoon
$
70.86
Marjorie B. BenneB
$
688.26
ScoB J. Berry
$
122.99
Mary F. Kjellman
$
161.30
James W. Doon
$
57.30
Preston Fund
$
720.81
Alice V. Colby
$
21.31
George W. Tucker
$
6,774.57
Robert N. Fitch
$
420.82
Walter K. Robinson
$
79.44

Tucker Free Library (Continued)
BALANCE OF MEMORIAL FUNDS

Marjorie B. BenneB

Balance December 31, 2014
Interest received
Expended
Dona$ons to trust fund-2015
Transfer to trust fund -2015
Balance December 31, 2015

$
$
$
$
$
$

(169.08)
688.26
505.68
13.50

ScoB J. Berry

Balance December 31, 2014
Interest received
Expended
Dona$ons to trust fund-2015
Transfer to trust fund -2015
Balance December 31, 2015

$
$
$
$
$
$

169.41
122.99
190.53
101.87

Robert N. Fitch

Balance December 31, 2014
Interest received
Expended
Dona$ons to trust fund-2015
Transfer to trust fund -2015
Balance December 31, 2015

$
$
$
$
$
$

119.24
420.82
300.00
300.00
540.06

Francis O. Holmes

Balance December 31, 2014
Interest received
Expended
Dona$ons to trust fund-2015
Transfer to trust fund -2015
Balance December 31, 2015

$
$
$
$
$
$

(18.48)
122.15
29.97
73.70

Mary F. Kjellman

Balance December 31, 2014
Interest received
Expended
Dona$ons to trust fund-2015
Transfer to trust fund -2015
Balance December 31, 2015

$
$
$
$
$
$

(23.16)
161.30
83.91
330.00
330.00
54.23

James W. Doon

Balance December 31, 2014
Interest received
Expended
Dona$ons to trust fund-2015
Transfer to trust fund -2015
Balance December 31, 2015

$
$
$
$
$
$

264.48
52.08
316.56

Walter K. Robinson

Balance December 31, 2014
Interest received
Expended
Dona$ons to trust fund-2015
Transfer to trust fund -2015
Balance December 31, 2015

$
$
$
$
$
$

(1.30)
79.44
79.74
130.00
130.00
(1.60)

TOTAL OF MEMORIAL FUNDS RESERVED

$ 1,104.84
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Wastewater Treatment Plant
In 2015 the Henniker Wastewater
Treatment Plant processed 52 million
gallons of wastewater and 77,100 gallons
of septage, which produced 213 tons of
biosolids. The biosolids were shipped to
the Merrimack, NH Composting Facility
for further treatment and ultimate disposal.
In June, 2015 we went out to bid on
replacing the 40 year old roof of the
operations building at the treatment plant.
If you look at the photo with this report
you will see the flashing/edge metal being
pulled away from the building by the
shrinking membrane. When the membrane
shrinks it rips and tears causing leaks. The
project was awarded to Mayo Roofing
Inc., Concord, NH. The roof was
completed by the middle of October.
Hopefully, the new roof will last another
40 years or more.
Other projects completed in 2015.
• Influent Pump #2 and Motor
Rebuilt and aligned pump and motor,
balanced drive shaft
• Switched and cleaned clarifiers
• Cleaned and televised 12,763 feet
(2.4 miles) of sewer mains

1976 – 2016
2016 is the 40th anniversary of the
operation of the Henniker Wastewater
Treatment Plant.
Many thanks to all those who have
supported the facility over the years.
Respectfully submitted,
Ken Levesque
Wastewater Superintendent

Henniker Wastewater Treatment
Report of the Treasurer
For the Year 2015
Ci$zens Bank Opera$ng
Beginning Balance 1/1/2015
Received from Tax Collector
Received from Septage Receiving
Received from St of NH Water Pollu$on Grant
Received from Sale of Assets
Interest Income
Received from Connec$on Fees
Wire Out to General Fund
Service Charges
Ending Balance 12/31/2015
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337,303.94
548,651.04
3,205.00
8,684.00
1,500.00
30.59
300.00 562,370.63
-610,501.00
-52.46 -610,553.46
289,121.11

Cogswell Spring Water Works
In 2015 the pumps that supply the water to the consumers pumped 64,027,572 gallons of water into the system. This
is an increase of 1,601,578 gallons from last year. Our water supply is a precious resource and I encourage everyone
to conserve water where they can. You would be surprised how much water is wasted with a leaky faucet or toilet.
Currently the water department has not been able to read the meters because of a software interface issue. The
Finance Director and Badger Meter Company are working together to resolve the problem and we hope to be billing
off them by years end.
Projects for 2016
The water department will be upgrading the way
that the pumps communicate with the storage tanks
to make them more efficient. This will allow the
water department personnel to remotely receive real
time data as well as any alarms and to make
corrections right away.
The outside of the Davison Road tank will be
pressure washed and the brush needs to be removed
from around the fence line. There will also be a
mixer installed in the tank to eliminate any
stagnated pockets of water that might be a potential
bacteria issue.
The cross connection control program is going well.
The installation of water meters with the residential
dual check valve built into the meter horn has been a
great tool to eliminate the possibility of a cross
connection in the event a backsiphonage condition
in the water main should occur.
The water department continues to monitor the
water quality for lead and copper and this year I will
be reaching out to homeowners on the test list to
remind them that their house is one that we will
need a water sample from.
Respectfully Submitted by
Norman R. Bumford
Superintendent

Completed Projects in 2015
The water department personnel also responded to
and repaired three large diameter water main breaks,
removed the snow from around the fire hydrants as
necessary, worked with the State of New Hampshire
Department of Transportation to lower the water
service line that supplies their highway maintenance
building, and replaced all the hydrant marker flags
from fiberglass to metal. The Davison Road water
storage tank was taken off line to be cleaned and
inspected and once completed it was refilled and put
back in service. One new customer was added to the
system. Water department personnel worked with the
site contractor to install a new six inch fire line and a
four inch domestic line to the New England College
Lyons Center on Depot Hill, worked with the site
contractor to install a new water main from Ramsdell
Road to the new Highway Garage, replaced or
repaired service boxes as needed, and added one new
fire hydrant and replaced one that had failed. Work
continues on verifying service box locations and
updating the files with the new information.
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Cogswell Spring Water Works (Continued)

Cogswell Spring Waterworks
Report of the Treasurer
For the Year 2015
Ci+zens Bank - Opera+ng
Beginning Balance 1/1/2015

236,732.35

Received From Tax Collector
Received from Town - Hydrant Rental
Received from Connec$on Fees
Received from Refunds from Vendors
Bank Service Charges
Interest on Investment

347,493.46
3,950.00
13,696.11
2,500.00
(52.46)
11.82

Wire Out - General Fund (reimburse Expenses)
Ending Balance 12/31/2015
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367,598.93
(583,000.00)
21,331.28

Police Department
The year 2015 was a busy year for the town and the police department. Throughout the year we continued to progress with our
training and services provided to the community.
As a department we continue to focus on being highly visible, and to provide outstanding customer service. We are not
perfect, but aggressively work to fix any mistakes that we may make.
This year we had a rare opportunity to promote two officers to the position of sergeant. Officer Michael Martin was promoted
to the rank of Patrol Sergeant and Officer Michelle Dandeneau was promoted to the rank of Detective Sergeant. Each officer
has been employed by the town for more than ten years and they both have worked hard for the department. Both of these
officers have hit the ground running in their new positions and are working hard to keep the department moving forward in a
positive direction.
A new full-time officer was hired this year to fill a vacant position and we were fortunate to bring aboard Officer Jesse Colby.
Jesse is a full-time certified officer previously working for the Concord Police Department and the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard
Police. Jesse has a great attitude and is excited to be a part of the community and department. We also had two part-time
openings which were filled by Officer Craig Courser and Officer Garrett Anctil. Both of these officers do not have previous
experience in law enforcement and will need to attend training to become certified as a part-time officer in the State of NH. We
are very picky about the people that we bring to the department as police officers. They have to have the right ideals and
personality to fit with the department and the community and I am excited to have these three officers on our team.
I would like to thank our volunteer Sally Creighton for her service and dedication to the police department. This year she
volunteered for a total of 458 hours and this was a huge help to the administrative staff. Thank you Sally!
This year we received a Prescription Drug Drop Box from the Capital Area Public Health Network. This box was donated to
the department in hopes that it will assist in keeping prescription medications out of the hands of drug abusers. There is no fee
to dispose of any medications and no information will need to be given. Please feel free to stop in to our lobby and dispose of
any unused or expired medications.
This year there has been an increase in calls made from citizens when they observe something suspicious in the community.
Some of these calls have resulted in arrests or prevention of criminal activity. Please feel free to call if you do not feel that
something is right. If you see something, say something.
It is with a heavy heart that this will be my last entry into the Town Report as your Police Chief. I have made the decision to
retire effective April 30, 2016. After almost 22 years as a police officer in the Town of Henniker it is time for a new challenge.
My goal when I started was to make a small difference in the community and I feel that I achieved this goal. I would like to
thank the community for its support and allowing me to serve the town as a police officer and your Chief of Police, it has truly
been an honor.
The staff and officers of the Henniker Police Department are invested in the safety and security of our community. Please feel
free to contact me should you have any questions or concerns. My email is rmurdough@hennikerpd.com or by telephone at
428-3213.
Ryan Murdough, Chief of Police
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Police Department

Pictured on the left:
Back row: Nicolas Rinaldi, Mark Lindsley, Amy Bossi, Admin. Assistant Gail Abramowicz,
Part-time Secretary Terri Grieder, Detective Sergeant Michelle Dandeneau, Stephen Dennis,
Matthew Mitchell, Jeffrey Summers
Front row: Sergeant Michael Martin, Chief Ryan Murdough
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Police Department (Continued)
Motor Vehicle
DWI
Accidents
Conduct After Accident
MV Complaints
MV Summons
MV Warnings
Parking Tickets
Disobeying an Officer
Negligent Driving
OHRV Violations
Op. After Suspension
Op. Without Valid License
Reckless Operation
TOTAL
Assist Other Agency
Disturbance
Citizen Assist
Assist Rescue
Susp. Person/Vehicle
Animal Complaint
Motorist Assist
Welfare Check
Pats Peak
Paperwork Service
NEC
Domestic Disturbance
Noise Complaint

Prowling
Assaults
Attempted Suicide
Bad Checks
Bail Jumping/Contempt
Burglary
Child Neglect/Abuse
Criminal Mischief
Criminal Threatening
Criminal Trespass
Disorderly Conduct
Fraud
Fugetive From Justice
Harassment

Dispatch Calls

21
74
7
165
236
2024
450
5
0
3
32

Drug and Alcohol
Unlawful Poss. Alcohol
Drug Arrests
Open Container
Poss. Tobacco by Minor
Poss./Use Fake ID
Protective Custody
Facil. Underage Party
TOTAL

86
87
6
1
1
11
6
198

Mental Health
Invol. Emerg. Admission

5

8
18
3043

Missing Adult
Emotionally Dist. Person
60%
TOTAL
Administrative/No Crime
152
Police Information
19
Assist Fire
278
Lost Property
187
Civil Standby
96
Alarm Response
119
E911 Calls
96
Found Property
44
Attempt to Locate
22
Non Crim. Fingerprinting
34
House/Business Checks
121
Juvenile Complaint
36
Town Ordinance
62
Untimely Death
Total
Criminal Activity
1
Juvenile Investigation
23
Juvenile Runaway
2
Missing Juvenile
4
MV Theft
10
Receiving Stolen Property
4
Reckless Conduct
1
Resisting Arrest
23
Restraining Orders
2
Stalking
7
Taking W/O Consent
8
Thefts
11
Unauth. Use Vehicle
1
Violation Protective Order
2
Warrant Service
TOTAL
Calls For Service
Total Arrests

12718
53

3%

0
3
8

<1%

15
78
9
11
152
20
18
0
8
1
7
0
4
1589

31%

7
0
4
0
1
5
9
7
0
0
39
0
3
8
182
6057
346

4%

Fire Department
This year again we have an increase in calls. Last winter’s cold and snowy weather and the very dry spring kept the
department busy. Our call volume continues to grow to 257 fire department runs this last year.
This year marks the 55th year Steven Connor and the 52nd year Fred Brunnhoelzl have served our community as fire
fighters. Both men follow in their dad’s footsteps as fire fighters and continue to serve. Thank you both for your service
to our community.
We train because our lives and yours depend on it. This summer we trained at 67 Hall Ave. The building was scheduled
to be torn down and we were able to do some intensive training before the buildings final demise. It is hard to find
facilities that will allow us to cutting holes in the roof for ventilation and conduct force for training. Thanks to the White
Birch Community Center for the training opportunity. All the officers participated in the professional development
classes provided at the NH Fire Academy in Concord. HFD was pleased to host a Firefighter One certification put on by
the NH Fire Academy. This class is the entry level class for all new fighters, which started in October of 2014 and
graduated in April 2015 and consists of over 210 hours of classroom and field work. We are proud to have several of our
new members graduate from the class. In addition to this training, members attend our monthly trainings and attend
mutual aid drills.
We have 36 members on the HFD. We have openings for additional members that are looking to serve our community.
Contact us at the Fire/Rescue Station or at www.henniker.org.

“Hear the beep where you sleep!”
Working smoke detectors and carbon monoxide (CO) detectors save lives! The night of Town Meeting we spring
forward to daylight savings time. This means it is time to change the batteries in your smoke and CO detectors. Change
them now, don’t wait until they remind you in the middle of the night. Make sure your home or apartment is equipped
with them and that you test them once a month. If you don’t have one, they can be purchased here in Henniker or at any
department store, hardware store or lumber yard. If you can’t afford a smoke detector the HFD will be glad to give you
one and help install it, if needed, so your family is protected. Contact us at the Fire/Rescue Station.
Stephen C. Burritt
Chief, Henniker Fire Dept.
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Report of Forest Fire Warden and State Forest Ranger
Your local Forest Fire Warden, Fire Department, and the State of New Hampshire Division of Forests & Lands, work
collaboratively to reduce the risk and frequency of wildland fires in New Hampshire. To help us assist you, please contact your
local Forest Fire Warden or Fire Department to determine if a permit is required before doing ANY outside burning. Under
State law (RSA 227-L:17) a fire permit is required for all outside burning, unless the ground is completely covered with snow.
The ability to obtain fire permits on line was initiated in 2015. Approximately 120 towns participated in the online system with
over 4,000 permits issued. To obtain a permit on line visit www.NHfirepermit.com.The New Hampshire Department of
Environmental Services also prohibits the open burning of household waste. Citizens are encouraged to contact the local fire
department or DES at 603-271-3503 or www.des.nh.gov for more information. Safe open burning requires diligence and
responsibility. Help us to protect New Hampshire’s forest resources. For more information please contact the Division of
Forests & Lands at (603) 271-2214, or online at www.nhdfl.org.
This past fire season burned 661 acres which was the most recorded since 1989 when 629 acres burned. The fire season began
in early April with the first reported fire occurring on April 8th. The largest fire was the 275 acre Bayle Mountain fire in
Ossipee. This fire started on May 5th and burned for several days. The Bayle Mt. fire was also the largest individual fire in NH
in over 25 years. There were also a number of other sizable fires in May which definitely kept NH’s wildland firefighting
resources stretched to the limit. These larger fires increased the average wildland fire size to 5.12 acres. As usual our higher
fire danger days correlated well with the days that there were fires actually reported. The statewide system of 16 fire lookout
towers continues to operate on Class III or higher fire danger days. Our fire lookouts are credited with keeping most fires small
and saving several structures due to their quick and accurate spotting capabilities. The towers fire spotting capability was
supplemented by the NH Civil Air Patrol when the fire danger was especially high. Many homes in New Hampshire are
located in the wildland urban interface, which is the area where homes and flammable wildland fuels intermix. Several of the
fires during the 2015 season threatened structures, and a few structures were burned, a constant reminder that forest fires burn
more than just trees. Homeowners should take measures to prevent a wildland fire from spreading to their home. Precautions
include keeping your roof and gutters clear of leaves and pine needles, and maintaining adequate green space around your
home free of flammable materials. Additional information and homeowner recommendations are available at
www.firewise.org. Please help Smokey Bear, your local fire department, and the state’s Forest Rangers by being fire wise and
fire safe!

2015 FIRE STATISTICS
(All fires reported as of November 2015)
(figures do not include fires under the jurisdiction
of the White Mountain National Forest)

COUNTY STATISTICS
County

Acres

# of Fires

Belknap

15.3

11

Carroll

299.5

10

Cheshire

27.6

18

Coos

1.6

6

Grafton

22.6

17

Hillsborough

50.6

23

Merrimack

228

16

Rockingham

9.2

14

Strafford

5.5

15

Sullivan

1.1

4

Causes of Fire Reported
Total Fires Total Acres
Arson
7
2015
134
661
Debris
17
2014
112
72
Campfire
13
2013
182
144
Children
3
2012
318
206
Smoking
12
2011
125
42
Railroad
0
Equipment
6
Lightning
5
Misc.* 71 (*power lines, fireworks, electric fences, etc.)
ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT WILDLAND FIRE
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Capital Area Mutual Aid Fire Compact
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Capital Area Mutual Aid Fire Compact (Continued)
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Capital Area Mutual Aid Fire Compact (Continued)
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Boards, Commissions &
Committees
Azalea Park / Riverwalk Committee
2015 was a year of accomplishment for the Azalea Park Riverwalk Committee. We finalized the
conceptual plans for restoring the park, welcomed three new inspired residents (Sachie Howard,
Chad Poland and Gene Fox) as active committee members and Daniel’s Restaurant sponsored the
first major fundraiser to benefit the park. Now we begin the hard work of writing local, State and
Federal grants to fund Phase II and beyond. These represent positive movements forward for the Committee. We
thank the Contoocook North Branch River Advisory Committee, NH Fish & Game, Basil W. Woods Chapter of
Trout Unlimited and the Society for the Protection of NH Forests for allowing us to share our vision and provide
invaluable feedback for restoring this valuable natural treasure. We continue to reach out to town officials,
committees and local organizations for input, support and guidance for moving this project forward.
Our greatest concerns are to address the increasing instability and erosion occurring along the riverbank and park
paths, enhance the impaired wetlands and eradicate invasive plant species threatening the park’s trees. We have
seen a great deal of deterioration this past year and are monitoring all with vigilance. These photographs reference
the dire condition of this once beautiful park. We are grateful to have the support of top state and nationally leading
design team professionals for planning, engineering and oversight. Now we must secure funds for them to continue
to assist us. Our goal is to accomplish on-the-ground results for our 250th Anniversary in 2017. Since the vision of
restoring Azalea Park actually began in the 1970’s,
WE THINK IT’S TIME!
COMMITTEE MEMBERS:
Jenn McCourt, Chair
Susan Adams, Vice-Chair
Gene Fox, Secretary
Chad Poland, Treasurer

Susan Daniel
Gail Hayden
Sachie Howard

Tara Marvel
Joan O’Connor
Scott Osgood
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Community Center Activities Committee
The Henniker Community Center Activity Committee continues to be committed to enriching people’s lives
through social and recreational activities and improving the quality of life for the community that we serve. The
Teen Center, which is housed in the Henniker Community Center, provides an opportunity for teens to come
together through similar interests. The Teen Center is open Friday nights from 7:00-9:00pm for students in 7th
grade and up. This year the Teen Center has been working with the Henniker Community School to provide more
activities for teens. Once a month teens from the Henniker Community School are offered the opportunity to visit
the Teen Center during their school day. The Teen Center also has extended hours for those teens who attended the
dance at the Community School so they might enjoy the Teen Center after the dance.
Some of the special happenings at the Henniker Community Center are:
• Annual Cookie, Crafts and Carols Holiday event
• Lunch Bunch + Scrabble offered on the 2nd and 4th Wednesday of each month at noon
• Henniker Music School
• Playgroup
The Committee works very hard to keep our fees at a minimum (many programs do not have a fee) so community
members can afford to recreate and congregate in a safe and happy environment. The Henniker Community Center
Activities Committee does not receive funding from the Town. Monies to support the programs offered by the
Henniker Community Center Activities Committee are received through fundraising efforts by the committee (look
for our plant sale on Memorial Day) and through donations and support of programs offered by the Committee.
The Committee meets the first Monday of each month at 7:00pm in the Teen Center. If you would like to volunteer
for one of our programs or if you have a program that you feel would benefit the community please contact one of
the committee members.
In closing, the Henniker Community Center Activity Committee would like to thank all the members of our
community who have helped us along with both their time and support. Most of all, thanks to our participants, for
whom we strive to provide the best programs and activities possible.
Respectfully Submitted,
MaryEllen Schule, Chair
Shannon Camara
Ron Taylor
Nicole Adler
Heather Marino
Holly Carle NEC work-study

Conservation Commission
The Henniker Conservation Commission continued to meet regularly throughout 2015. Our major project for the
year was the completion of a Conservation Easement on the Salmon Beuhler lot near Craney Pond. This lot was
donated to the town with the intent, but no assurance, that it become protected conservation land. It is now forever
protected in its natural state by a conservation easement deeded to the Piscataquog Land Conservancy (PLC), a
regional land trust. The 55 acres of this beautiful forested property remain open to the public for non-motorized
recreation, including hunting, and over time the town may choose to do managed timber harvest with the proceeds
going to the town. The easement ensures that it will never be developed for housing or industry and that it will be
monitored annually to see that its conservation values are preserved. This lot abuts the lot Pat’s Peak placed in
conservation easement several years ago, creating an almost 70 acre protected buffer along Craney pond. A wellattended public walk, sponsored by PLC, was held on the lot in October.
In addition to this project, the commission assisted the boating community with permitting for a parking area at the
Eisener Memorial River Access lot on Western Avenue. The work has not yet been done but will eventually result
in off-road parking for boaters and others wanting to enjoy the river.
While we have completed a number of larger projects in recent years, along with maintaining our availability to
discuss and review wetlands and other permits on behalf of the town, we continue to be in need of new members in
order to accomplish all that we wish to do. In particular, additional members would allow the commission to
expand our water monitoring activities and host educational activities. If you have an interest in joining the
commission, please contact us through Town Hall. No experience is necessary!
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Community Concerts Committee

I see friends shaking hands, saying how do you do.
There’re really saying, I love you.
And I think to myself, what a wonderful world
--Louis Armstrong
The atmosphere evokes a great slice of small town Americana.
This is our own town event. It has a neighborhood feel.
Good times with good friends.
--Some 2015 Attendee Comments

Once again the Henniker Summer Series was very successful and received high praise from attendees who filled
out our audience surveys both online and at the last concert.
Findings
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

Preponderance of attendees come from Henniker or are summer residents, although we have a number of
attendees from surrounding towns
Average of 200-250 people each week
50% of weekly audiences visit local merchants the night of the concerts and of those, 44% were from out of
town zip codes indicating that on the nights of the concerts visitors either ate or shopped in our community.
Sonny’s Pizza and Daniels Pub were mentioned by name.
31% of audience attended 7 or more concerts, 26% attended 4-6 concerts, 43% attended 1 – 3 concerts
90% of respondents would like the series to begin earlier and go to Labor Day.
Our multi-media approach to promotion of the series works well. 62% of our attendees saw our advertising in
the local media or on our posters and flyers; another 11% used the town web site and 24% learned about the
concerts from friends or other news outlets (radio, church and community bulletins)
What the Series means to the town of Henniker:
Destination point on Tuesday nights in the summer
Instills a sense of community
Good for business
Portrays Henniker as a place that is friendly, “neighborly” and accepting

Highlights
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The 39TH Army Band concert was an added treat at no additional cost to the town.
This summer’s performers engaged the audience in dancing, singing along, playing instruments and added to
the music festival atmosphere, which pleased the audience greatly, especially families with children.
The variety and quality of musical performances was exceptional.
We were fortunate to have yet another world class musical group in Henniker as part of the series, Twangtown
Paramours from Nashville, TN who were touring the NE and reached out to us.
Musical groups and performers with a regional reputation (not just local performers) continue to reach out to us
to be part of the series.
We continue to engage a good mix of local and regional performing artists.
The pre-season concert we held in the Congregational Church to announce the summer series was a great hit,
attracted an audience of over 100 and generated donations for the series. It is something we plan to repeat.
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Community Concerts Committee (Continued)
We ended the Summer Series with a slight deficit in our budget of $102 due to two unforeseen issues. Prior to
the Summer Series, our Concert Banner was accidentally disposed of following the Memorial Day activities,
necessitating an expense of $202 to replace it. We still would have been under budget had we not then been
assessed a music licensing fee by BMI in the amount of $335, which the town paid at the end of September. This is
something we have built into the budget request for 2016.
We would have been under budget this year had these unexpected expenses not occurred as we booked the
39th Army Band for one of our concerts and they do not charge a fee. We have booked them again for 2016 for a
July 5th show and therefore have reduced our concert booking expense by $400, added the licensing fees and a
slight increase in advertising costs. Our request for 2016 is $345 greater than last year and is the first increase
requested since the Selectmen appointed this committee. The Concert Series represents an enormous benefit to our
community for a modest investment as our audience surveys show.
Following discussions and the submission of an application to the Historic District Commission and approval by
the Selectmen, overhead fans will be installed in the Community Center and make any indoor concerts we need to
hold there due to inclement weather more enjoyable for attendees.
Betty Watman concluded her service on the committee after 6 years and the Selectmen have appointed three new
members for the coming year: Milli Knudsen, Lydia Coolidge and Raymond Grande, who will be helping us plan
for the 2016 season.
Thanks to Bill McGirr and his crew for all of their help each week in putting up and taking down the concert
signage. We also appreciate the help of Chris, Russ and Cherry for all your support this summer and to the
Selectmen for including this wonderful series in the town budget. Thanks also to Peter and Kathy Flynn for making
their backyard available to the children who attend each week with their parents and who need a place to play. The
concerts are well thought of and anticipated each summer by Henniker residents, summer visitors and neighbors
from adjacent towns.
2015 Concert Committee
Ruth Zax, Chair
Cheryl Morse
Blithe Reed
Betty Watman
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Economic Development Committee
The Board of Selectmen initiated the Economic Development Committee in late 2011. It is the goal of this
Committee to assist local businesses to grow and expand in the community, along with encouraging new businesses
to become established in Henniker. The Committee has been meeting regularly and is dedicated to achieve the
Goals set by the Selectmen.
Key issues discussed by the Committee this past year included:
• The Trail’s Committee documented and mapped the numerous public and private trails in the community.
The outdoors play a large role in the local economy and can play an even larger role if properly publicized.
The Trails Committee finalized their work and presented their excellent work to the Committee. The
proposed maps could be made available both printed and on-line for use by residents and visitors. The
Trails Committee also presented their maps to the Board of Selectmen.
• Continue to work with Central Regional Planning Commission to review intersection improvements to the
two Old Concord Road intersections with NH Route 202. Maintaining operating capacity of these two
intersections is critical to ensure that this area can continue to grow expanding the town’s tax base and job
opportunities.
• Explored potential grant opportunities to expand trail networks, access, and signage.
• Continued to explore expanding river access & recreation opportunities. The goal of creating a yearly river
festival was discussed and will be further explored.
• Conducted a survey of key businesses along Old Concord Road as to their need for water use and determine
if adding public water to this area would be advantageous. A majority of the businesses were not in need of
additional water supplies or had taken steps to store water needs on site already.
Members of the Committee include: Scott Osgood, Selectman, John Weber-resident, Paula Amato from NE
College, Jason Michie-Planning Board, Terry Stamps-Alternate, Johanna Michie-Chamber of Commerce, and
Kris Blomback-Selectman. Town Planner Mark Fougere provides staff support to the group.

Historic District Commission
In 2015 Betty Watman joined the Historic District Commission. The Commission held a hearing to add ceiling fans
to the upstairs of the Community Center, which was approved. We were also asked by the Selectmen to come up
with a list of concerns and plans for historic buildings within the Historic District. This is our list:
• Our first concern is the Grange.
It has been two years since work was supposed to have been done on the belfry and siding
• Hearse House needs to be repainted
• Matching Funds for a Feasibility Study for 2nd floor of Town Hall, which would include ideas for storage
• Community Center 2nd floor fans (approved) and air-conditioning (to be applied for)
• Grange handicap accessibility needs to be improved
• Academy Hall's accessibility
The HDC meets every three months and we welcome guests to our meetings. Our agendas are posted on the Town
website prior to each of our meetings and after the meetings minutes can be found there as well.
Thomas Dunn, Chair
Martha Taylor, Secretary
Jonathan Evans
Peter Gilbert
Betty Watman
Cynthia Marsland
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Highway Safety Committee
The Highway Safety Committee sits in an advisory capacity to the board of selectman. It is comprised of town
department heads, fire and rescue personnel, and volunteers from throughout the community. Please see the list of
members located at the front of this town report.
We normally meet when the selectmen are seeking advice or a recommendation on a particular roadway related
project. We review a variety of issues ranging from parking concerns to speed limits to offering safety opinions on
a particular roadway. Upon making a recommendation to the board of selectman, they may elect to implement all,
or part, or none of it.
This year the committee met once to discuss the traffic flow plan and design for the proposed convenience store on
Old Concord Road and was instrumental in providing the planning board with recommendations and improvements
to the proposal.
In closing, I would like to thank the members of the committee for their dedication and commitment to the town’s
highway safety, it has been a pleasure to work with all of you.
Respectfully Submitted,
Chief Ryan Murdough
Chairman

Spirit of Henniker Organizational Team (S.H.O.T.)
This was a great year for our group. We
were blessed with some decent weather
for our October event, Music on Main
Street, which was a huge help. Working
in the rain as we have in years past can
be really tough as one would expect.
This year we added a new contest. It was
a Ping Pong drop in which persons could
buy a chance to win 50 percent of the
money collected. It was fun to watch the
ping pongs bounce down the chute that
Bob and Robyn French built. This was a
nice fund raiser for our group and put
some serious pocket change (close to
$500) in the hands of the winner. In the
years to follow I think the jackpot will
get bigger and bigger.
In addition to the Ping Pong drop, we had some excellent craft vendors and amazing music. As always the kids area
was a big hit, complete with a bouncy slide, games and face painting. I don't think anyone went home from our
event hungry for there were lots of groups selling food this year and we are hoping for even more next year.
The Henniker Chamber of Commerce who put on the Bed Race every year, once again outdid themselves. This year
it was the biggest yet, with a large number of entrants and a huge crowd. WMUR even came out to tape and episode
of NH Chronicle.
We could not put on this yearly town wide celebration without the help of our supporters. We receive no town
funds but do receive help. The town Administration, the Selectmen, the Highway, Police, and Fire departments are
just a few of the groups that aid us each year. We also get help from staff of New England College and could not
put on this event if we were not allowed to use their property. Donations of money and services from individuals
and town businesses are great and warm our hearts each year. Most of these groups and people do not want
recognition, they just want to participate in any way they can....and they do. Thank you all.
Terri Trier
Chairman
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Planning Board
Mark Fougere Planning Consultant

The Planning Board reviewed 13 cases this past year. Notable applications included:
a two lot subdivision, an expanded parking lot for White Birch Community Center, a
5,095 square foot gas station/convenience store, an earth moving operation, a 2,040
square foot warehouse expansion at HHP, and a 3,200 square foot wood chip
building. The Board also reviewed an application for a new cell tower however; at
the request of the applicant, this matter was tabled to the Board’s March meeting.
The Planning Board finalized its efforts to update the community’s 2002 Master Plan and adopted the new
Plan. This policy document will play a major role in guiding the Planning Board and the community relative to
important land use issues and how they should be addressed. Three Chapters of the Master Plan were updated
by the Board: A Vision for Henniker – Noting key issues for the community including Growth and Development, Economic Vitality, The Natural Environment, Population and Housing, Traffic & Transportation, Water
Resources and Town Resources.; a Population and Economics Chapter and a Housing Chapter. The Board will
continue to update Chapters in the coming year.
I want to express my appreciation to the board members I serve with, who volunteer so much of their time to
the community, I enjoy working with all of you. The Board includes: V. Chair Ron Taylor, Dean Tirrell, Jason
Michie, Scott Dias, Dennis Lanphear, Selectmen Representative Tia Hooper, Alternate members Aaron
Wechsler, Jonathan Lapointe and Dan Higginson. Staff includes our planner Mark Fougere and our recording
Secretary is Jenifer Astholz. Ms. Astholz resigned her position at the end of the year and the Board would like
to express its deep appreciation for her exceptional efforts through the years and with putting up with us. We
wish her all the best!
Thanks for playing along….
Rick Patenaude
Planning Board, Chair

Front Row Left to Right - Tia Hooper, Ron Taylor, Rick Patenaude, Scott Dias, Jason Michie
Back Row Left to Right - Jonathan Lapointe, Dean Tirrell, Aaron Wechsler
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Zoning Board of Adjustment
In 2015, only three cases were brought before the Zoning Board. The Board granted a special
exception for the remediation of a wetland disturbance and the installation of a drive-through window at the
coffee shop/gas station proposed at 929 Old Concord Road. This application did not ask the Board to address
site plan specific issues such as traffic, lighting, and noise as those issues are part of the Planning Board’s
review.
The Board heard and granted a variance appeal to allow the creation of a 5 acre lot with 60.4 feet of frontage
on Ray Road and a 12.5 lot with 335 feet of frontage. The variance from the 200 frontage
requirement for the 5 acre parcel precluded the construction of a road and the potential construction of 4
building lots.
Finally, at the close of the year, the Board granted a special exception to allow an existing dental
practice on Hall Avenue to be sold as a principle use as opposed to a home business subject to the
applicant’s agreement that the business footprint, parking and employment of only 1 dentist would
remain the same.
In June of 2015 the New Hampshire Supreme Court affirmed the ZBA’s 2012 decision in Forster v. Henniker.
That case involved the Board’s decision that weddings and similar events were not an accessory use to the
petitioner’s farm activities and that hosting such events was not a permitted use in the rural residential district.
I thank the members of the Board and our part time Planning Consultant Mark Fougere for their many
contributions to the ZBA. This year we said goodbye to our long term minute taker Jennifer Astholz and
Alternate Member Dr. Bruce Trivellini. We will miss you and thank you both for your many years of service.
Doreen F Connor

Notice to Residents
Involuntarily Merged Lots RSA 674:39-aa
Per RSA 674:39-aa, if you own properties (lots) in the Town of Henniker that you believe
were involuntarily merged without your approval, they may be restored to premerger status
upon request to the Town. All requests shall be submitted to the governing body (Board of
Selectmen) no later than December 31, 2016.
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COMMUNITY
ORGANIZATIONS
Central N.H. Regional Planning Commission
Established in accordance with state law, the Central New Hampshire Regional Planning Commission (CNHRPC)
is a voluntary association of 20 communities in Merrimack and Hillsborough Counties. The Town of Henniker is a
member in good standing of the Commission. Scott Osgood is the Town’s representative to the Commission.
CNHRPC's mission is to comply with State statute (RSA 36:47) by preparing and adopting regional land use and
transportation plans and a regional housing needs assessment. CNHRPC also evaluates developments of regional
impact (RSA 36:54-58) and provides data, information, training, and high-quality, cost-effective services to our
member communities. CNHRPC advocates for member communities and assists and encourages them in both
municipal and regional endeavors.
In 2015, the Central New Hampshire Regional Planning Commission undertook the following local and regionwide activities:
• Provided technical assistance services for member communities, including zoning ordinance development,
grant writing assistance, plan review services, local master plan development, capital improvements program
development and guidance, hazard mitigation guidance, and planning board process training.
• Provided Hazard Mitigation Plan update development assistance to seven community Hazard Mitigation
Committees and developed Plan implementation and evaluation documents available for use by all
communities.
• Completed Fluvial Geomorphic Assessment (FGA) planning activities for eight communities along the
Piscataquog River, Turkey River, Soucook River, and Suncook River, including coordinating a public
information meeting for the Suncook River FGA assessment results, and compiling data, preparing maps of
river features, meeting with communities, and developing Hazard Mitigation Plan Addendums for several
communities.
• Completed the preparation of the Central NH Regional Plan which was adopted by the CNHPRC Full
Commission on February 12, 2015.
• Completed the preparation of the Central NH Region Broadband Plan which was adopted by the CNHPRC Full
Commission on June 11, 2015.
• Began the development of the CNHRPC Regional Brownfields Program through funding from the United
States Environmental Protection Agency. The steps completed in 2015 included the formation of the
Brownfields Advisory Committee and the release of a request for proposals for consultant assistance to prepare
assessments of potential brownfields sites in the region. For more information on brownfields and the CNHRPC
Brownfields Program please go to www.cnhrpc.org/cnhrpc-brownfields-program.
• Assisted the Currier and Ives Byway with its member towns of Henniker, Hopkinton, Webster, Warner, and
Salisbury. In 2015, the Council continued to meet quarterly to support its efforts in public outreach to promote
the Byway.
• Provided assistance to the Warner River Nomination Committee, including representatives from Bradford,
Warner, Sutton, Webster, and Hopkinton, related to the possible future nomination of the Warner River into the
NH Rivers Management and Protection Program. Work included drafting the nomination document which
includes inventorying natural resources including common, invasive, threatened and endangered species of
animals and plants. Data on existing dams, community resources, and existing land use controls were also
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Central N.H. Regional Planning Commission (Continued)

•

•

•
•

•

•
•
•

•

•

•

•

included. Regular meetings were held to discuss progress, various interests and to gain additional information
from local knowledge.
Coordinated the activities of the CNHRPC Transportation Advisory Committee (TAC). Scott Osgood and
Christine Trovato are the Town’s TAC representatives. In 2015, CNHRPC staff worked with the TAC to
complete the preparation of the 2017-2026 Regional Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) to ensure that
the region’s needs were adequately addressed in the State Ten Year Highway Transportation Plan (TYP). In
Henniker, the improvements at the US202/NH9/NH127/Old Concord Road intersection are included as part of
the Draft 2017-2026 TYP. Information related to the TIP update process can be found at www.cnhrpc.org/
transportation/transportation-improvement-program-tip.
Offered its member communities a Road Surface Management System (RSMS) program, through
transportation planning activities, which provides an overview and estimate of a municipal road system's
condition and the approximate costs for future improvements.
Completed over 200 traffic counts in the region as part of its annual Transportation Data Collection Program. In
Henniker, CNHRPC conducted eighteen (18) traffic counts along state and local roads.
Assisted five communities with the preparation of Transportation Alternatives Program (TAP) grant
applications for pedestrian and bicycle improvement projects. In 2015, Henniker received TAP funding to
construct sidewalks on Rush Road, Maple Street, Prospect Street and Hall Avenue.
Continued to support an enhanced volunteer driver program (VDP) in our region that was established in
November 2011 through CNHRPC’s 2010 Coordinated Transportation Plan efforts. In 2015, the VDP provided
over 5,000 rides to seniors and people with disabilities for essential medical appointments and vital services
that help the residents of our region remain independent. The goal of the planning effort was to reduce
transportation costs for those in need while increasing coordination between existing transportation providers.
For more information, visit www.midstatercc.org.
Tracked state highway paving projects and coordinated with municipalities to ensure annual repaving and lane
striping met community needs, with a particular emphasis on bicycle and pedestrian safety.
Conducted monthly Park & Ride vehicle occupancy counts at seven New Hampshire Park and Ride locations
around the region as part of CNHRPC’s transportation planning work program.
CNHRPC provided assistance to the Regional Trails Coordinating Council, a coalition of local rail trail and
shared-use path groups in roughly the Salem-Manchester-Concord corridor. In 2015, the group worked on
implementing tasks recommended in the Regional Trails Plan for the region. Activities included awareness and
outreach activities such as distributing trail marker signs, developing interactive maps for the public, and other
activities to promote the use and development of rail trails in the region.
Provided assistance to NH Department of Transportation’s (NHDOT) Bicycle and Pedestrian Transportation
Advisory Committee (BPTAC), advising NHDOT on bicycle and pedestrian related matters. BPTAC activities
included various projects such as level of traffic stress analysis, lane striping policies, and the development of a
statewide bicycle and pedestrian traffic counting program.
CNHRPC provided assistance with the development of a regional transportation model comprised of over 400
traffic analysis zones as part of the I-93 Bow-Concord expansion project. The transportation model was
developed using a base year of 2010 and a future year of 2035 using projections for population and
employment. The model allows CNHRPC to demonstrate what effects specific demographic changes and
roadway projects may have on traffic throughout the region.
CNHRPC completed a NHDES 604(b) impervious cover study for the Upper Merrimack River Local Advisory
Committee (UMRLAC) with its member towns of Bow, Concord, Boscawen, and Canterbury. CNHRPC
completed the creation of an impervious cover GIS layer for the UMRLAC region, developed several maps of
the region and each town displaying impervious cover and other pertinent map layers. Reports with a detailed
discussion of local areas of concern were developed for each community.
Continued to acquire, update, and utilize Geographic Information Systems (GIS) data for planning,
cartography, and analysis across all projects.

For additional information, please contact the CNHRPC staff or visit us at www.cnhrpc.org. CNHRPC Commission
meetings are open to the public and interested citizens are encouraged to attend.
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Currier & Ives Scenic Byway Council

www.currierandivesbyway.org
_________________________________________

2015 Annual Report from the Currier & Ives Scenic Byway
The Currier and Ives Scenic Byway is a 30-mile long state-designated route that passes through the Towns of
Salisbury, Webster, Warner, Hopkinton, and Henniker. It is part of the New Hampshire Scenic & Cultural Byways
Program administered by the NH Department of Transportation (NHDOT). The Currier & Ives Scenic Byway
Council is a volunteer organization with representatives from each of the five Byway towns. Byway Council
members are appointed by their Select Board.
In 2015, the Scenic Byway Council continued its efforts in public outreach and promoting awareness and
appreciation of the Currier & Ives Scenic Byway among residents and visitors alike. The Council continues to build
organizational capacity and is thankful of its dedicated volunteers who participate as Council members in the
quarterly meetings, annual Byway event, and other projects.
One of the Byway Council’s main objectives continues to be raising public awareness about the byway. The Currier
& Ives Scenic Byway received publicity with a feature in Kearsarge Magazine in the fall of 2015. The feature
covered a brief history of the byway and the Byway Council, as well as attractions and scenic views not to be
missed when traveling the byway.
The Byway Council plans to hold the third annual Currier & Ives Byway Open House in the spring of 2016. This
event has been successful in past years with attendees from many area businesses, local Chamber of Commerce
representatives, Select Board members, and residents who gathered to celebrate and show support for the Byway.
The Currier & Ives Byway is a local resource for attracting visitors and area residents to travel the byway and enjoy
its many small businesses, recreation opportunities, and scenic landscapes.
The Currier & Ives Byway Council meets quarterly on a rotating basis among the five Byway towns. Meetings are
open to the public, and all interested parties are welcome. Information is available on the Byway website at
www.currierandivesbyway.org.
Please contact your Byway Council representative if you are interested in learning more. The Town of Henniker
Byway Council Representative is Robert French. Central NH Regional Planning Commission provides
administrative support to the Byway Council and can be reached at cnhrpc@cnhrpc.org.
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Henniker Fire Auxiliary
The Henniker Fire Auxiliary would like to take
this opportunity to thank the members of the
Henniker Community for all of their continued
support. Although it was a relatively “quiet”
year for the Auxiliary, we provided food and
beverages to three emergency events in 2015,
including the unfortunate loss of our Town
Shed in January. The support we provide to the
Henniker Fire and Rescue Departments would
not be possible without the support we receive
at our annual bake sale at Music On Main
Street, our annual Cookie Craze event and various generous donations we receive throughout
the year. The Cookie Craze is the Auxiliary’s
biggest fundraiser and it becomes more and
more successful every year, thanks to the outstanding support of our community, between
monetary donations, donations of cookies to
sell and those that come out to the Fire Station
to support the event.
We are always happy to welcome new members to our organization! Anyone interested in joining the Auxiliary is
encouraged to stop by the Fire Station to complete an application.
Once again, the Auxiliary thanks the Henniker Community and looks forward to what’s ahead in 2016!
Kate Elliott
Henniker Fire Auxiliary Secretary

Henniker Lions Club
As part of the Lions Club International family, the largest community service organization in the world, the
Henniker Lions Club was chartered in 1984 and has proudly served the Henniker community for over 30 years.
Over the last year, the Lions Club has been very busy. During Music on Main Street, we provided the children’s
“Bouncy House” and sold breakfast with proceeds sponsoring a student to environmental camp. Donations were
made to the White Birch Senior Center and assistance was given in Thanksgiving clothing distribution. Support
was provided to the John Stark Leos Club blood drive and in serving food at the Hugh Obrien Youth Leadership
Conference. During the year, vision screening using the Lions Spot Camera was provided to over 500 children.
Over 100 pair of eyeglasses were collected and delivered for recycling. Eyeglasses were purchased for one town
resident and hearing aids for another in need. Roadside cleanup of Route 202/9 between Liberty Hill and
Hillsboro occurred in the Spring and Fall netting over 1500 gallons of trash! In the Spring, a family friendly Kite
Day was enjoyed by all at the town soccer fields. Our annual officially sanctioned 5K road race (Fun Run for
Sight) was held in June with a good time had by all in attendance. From Spring to Fall, the Lions Community
Garden on Old Concord Road was a busy spot. Students from the Community School had a science class on seeds
and planting while another class was held on growing and picking potatoes. The Garden provided weekly
deliveries to the Food Pantry amounting to hundreds of pounds of fresh produce. Overall, members enjoyed
meeting and working together in service to our community.
We are always looking for others who wish to join us in sharing the success of community service.
Marti Capuco, President Rick Willgoose, Secretary
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Henniker Rotary Club
Five hundred twenty five thousand six hundred minutes
Five hundred twenty five thousand moments, oh dear
Five hundred twenty five thousand six hundred minutes
How do you measure, measure a year?
---Seasons of Love, RENT

The Henniker Rotary Club had another outstanding
year of service, highlighted by its two largest events,
the Annual Rabies Clinic in April and the Fire on the
Mountain Chili Fest in August, both of which were
again very successful, as were our annual raffle and
other fundraising activities, including Joe Clement’s
annual participation in the Milford Rotary Club’s
100 Holes of Golf fundraiser.

President Peter Flynn and Membership Chair Lisa Hustis
induct new member Judy Miller (center)

Funds raised from all these events enabled us to provide grants and scholarships to a record number of people and
projects this year totaling over $33,600 including: the Rotary Foundation, Shelter Box USA, Pure Water for the
World and Polio Plus on the international scene and local grants to the Henniker PTA Playground Project, White
Birch Community Center Children’s Programs, WBCC and Greater Hillsboro Senior Services for new Senior
buses, Henniker and Hillsboro Food Pantries, Southern NH Services and Merrimack County Community Action
fuel assistance programs, Stark Grange Bus Terminal Committee, Henniker Community School Water Robotics
Program, Henniker and Hillsboro Summer Concert Programs, Henniker Fire Department, NEC Athletic
Department and Henniker Congregational Church Food for Friends.
We awarded $8,000 in scholarship assistance to 5 youth going on to post secondary education – college or
vocational programs. In addition we provided support to the Hillsboro-Deering and John Stark DECA clubs, Girl
Scouts, Camp Spaulding, Henniker Historical Society, Friends of Franklin Pierce Homestead, The Salvation Army,
Granite State Reading Council, Weare Middle School and Girls at Work.
The club continued its involvement in a number of community service activities including:
• Conducting Highway picks along Route 114 south of the village,
• Maintaining and improving landscaping at Amey Brook Park,
• Protecting 178 dogs and cats from contracting Rabies
• Presenting Middle School “Service Above Self” awards
• Decorating downtown Henniker with festive holiday wreaths
• Visiting Henniker’s elderly residents for an evening of caroling in December
• Adding to the Tucker Free Library, Walter Robinson Classics Collection
2015 Chili Chair Mary Krotzer
• Purchasing children’s books for the Fuller Library
and Cameron Burgess
• Sponsoring a luncheon for White Birch Community Center Seniors
• Hosting the Rotary district wide 4-Way Speech Contest
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Henniker Rotary Club (Continued)
We hosted a free event for the community, presenting Fred Marple humorist, story teller and songsmith in concert
at the Community Center which was well attended and also hosted the spring preview of the Summer Concert
Series at the Congregational Church with the Town of Henniker Summer Concert Committee.
The biggest challenge for the club this year was turning our signature fund raising event, the Fire on the Mountain
Chili Fest “inside out”. With the expertise of Pats Peak guiding the transformation, we brought the entire event
outdoors on the slopes, eliminating lines and opening up the event for additional participation by vendors and chili
makers and improving the total experience for all. Chili Fest 2016 is scheduled for Sunday, August 21. New
applications for individuals, organizations and restaurants interested in entering the contests or being vendors, are
available at www.ChiliNewHampshire.org.
Ours is an active, committed membership of local business and professional leaders. This past year we added four
new members to the club who embrace the Rotary ideal of Service A bove Self. We invite you to learn more about
this worldwide network of inspired individuals who translate their passion into relevant causes that change
communities, by contacting Lisa Hustis, membership chairman, at ehustis@comcast.net. The club meets weekly on
Thursday mornings at 7:30 AM at the Henniker Congregational Church. Guests are welcome.
Peter Flynn, President, 2014-2015
Ruth Zax, President, 2015-2016

Pets and owners line up for annual Rabies Clinic

Rotary conducts Adopt-A-Highway pick up day
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White Birch Community Center
The mission of White Birch Community Center is to enrich the lives of our citizens by providing social, educational, and recreational programs for families, children and adults in a stimulating, supportive and safe environment.
Our Board of Directors continues to lead, as well as watch over, White Birch in a responsible manner. A five year
strategic plan was completed in 2015. It focuses on our core efforts which include child care, school-age, and senior
programming. All of our programs are at or nearing capacity. There are now more than 25 employees at White
Birch, all talented individuals, dedicated to our mission to serve Henniker.
2015 was an exceptional year for White Birch. Most notably to our residents and neighbors, we were able to expand
our parking with the purchase of a neighboring property on Hall Ave. This dramatically improves the safety of our
seniors, parents and children as they come and go to various programs.
Child Care, led by Sarah Nelson, is focused on early childhood education and continues to be recognized by the
state of New Hampshire as a credentialed License Plus Child Care Center. Child care programs with this distinction
meet a higher state standard than most other child care centers. There are more than 80 children, ages one to five,
now attending our child care programs and we currently have a waiting list for new enrollees.
School-Age Programming also continues to grow and now serves over 50 children before and after school on a regular basis. In order to maintain a high level of programming, our School-Age Program leaders, Director Leanna
Lorden and Site Director Meghan Henry, are also certified elementary school teachers.
It is important to remember that not only is quality child care and school-age programming important to our children, but it is a must-have for working parents. As a nonprofit 501(c)3, White Birch is committed to providing high
quality care to our community.
The Senior Programming at White Birch is lead by Beth Ann Paul. We are grateful for the support given to us by
the Town of Henniker. Without this support it would be difficult, if not impossible, to provide the quality programming that is available to local seniors. Our programs include fitness classes, monthly luncheons, shopping trips, as
well as a Dial-A-Ride program that provides seniors with transportation to medical appointments. Additionally, it is
important to note that White Birch has invested in a new bus that will have a wheel chair lift which will help us to
continue to meet the needs of our community.
The best way to get to know White Birch is to come visit us. If you want more information or would like to stop by,
give us a call at 603-428-7860 or email at info@whitebirchcc.org.
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FINANCIALS
Report of the Town Clerk’s Office

TOWN CLERK
For the Year Ending December 31, 2015

Automobile Permits
Boat Fees
Dog Licenses
UCC/IRS Filings
Marriage Licenses
Miscellaneous

800,287.15
3,479.83
3,414.50
855.00
1,495.00
8,069.32

TOTAL REMITTED TO TREASURER

$817,600.80

Respectfully submitted,
KIMBERLY I. JOHNSON
TOWN CLERK
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Report of the Tax Collector (MS-61)
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Report of the Tax Collector (MS-61) (Continued)
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Report of the Tax Collector (MS-61) (Continued)
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Report of the Tax Collector (MS-61) (Continued)
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Report of the Tax Collector (MS-61) (Continued)
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Tax Rate Calculation
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Budget of the Town (Form MS-636)
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Budget of the Town (Form MS-636) (Continued)
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Budget of the Town (Form MS-636) (Continued)
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Budget of the Town (Form MS-636) (Continued)
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Budget of the Town (Form MS-636) (Continued)
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Budget of the Town (Form MS-636) (Continued)
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History of Tax Dollars Raised
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Summary Inventory of Valuation (Form MS-1)
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Summary Inventory of Valuation (Form MS-1) (Continued)
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Summary Inventory of Valuation (Form MS-1) (Continued)
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Summary Inventory of Valuation (Form MS-1) (Continued)
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Summary Inventory of Valuation (Form MS-1) (Continued)
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Summary Inventory of Valuation (Form MS-1) (Continued)
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Summary Inventory of Valuation (Form MS-1) (Continued)
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Summary Inventory of Valuation (Form MS-1) (Continued)
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Summary Inventory of Valuation (Form MS-1) (Continued)
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Summary Inventory of Valuation (Form MS-1) (Continued)
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Summary Inventory of Valuation (Form MS-1) (Continued)
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Valuation of Exempt Properties as of April 1, 2015

LOT NO.

ACRES

LAND

BUILDINGS **

TOTAL

TOWN LAND & BUILDINGS
ACADEMY HALL

203

0.18

76,700

252,200

328,900

COMMUNITY CENTER

242B

0.34

84,900

380,900

465,800

COMMUNITY PARK

242A

0.58

52,400

3,900

56,300

COMMUNITY CENTER PARKING LOT

240

0.47

108,700

5,000

113,700

CRANEY HILL TOWER

654A

3.6

67,500

2,000

69,500

FIRE/RESCUE BUILDING

191

1.39

100,600

563,800

664,400

GRANGE

413

6.83

108,200

138,700

246,900

HIGHWAY GARAGE

509A

1.25

99,300

15,000

114,300

POLICE DEPARTMENT

397X

1.92

140,500

310,100

450,600

SEWAGE TREATMENT PLANT

509B/513

4.3

428,000

3,979,700

4,407,700

SEWAGE TRMT/PUMP STATIONS

396B

0.16

44,300

2,200

46,500

TOWN HALL

421

3.2

86,700

440,900

527,600

TRANSFER STATION

665

12.79

136,400

89,600

TRANSFER STATION/GRAVEL BANK

592B

18.4

118,900

TUCKER FREE LIBRARY

413C

0.36

85,500

226,000
118,900

629,300

714,800

TOWN FORESTS & CONSERVABUEHLER/SALMEN FOREST

739

52

96,600

96,600

CHASE BROOK SETTLEMENT

583

61.12

57,900

57,900

COLBY HILL ROAD

86

113.5

124,300

124,300

PRESTON MEMORIAL FOREST

48

17.3

31,500

31,500

721B

0.3

85,800

85,800

WARNER ROAD

47

36.6

61,500

61,500

WARNER ROAD

50

20.8

18,500

18,500

VINCENT MEMORIAL GROVE/QUAKER ST

WESTERN AVENUE

561B

6.7

12,825

12,825

WESTERN AVENUE

561

5.6

11,325

11,325

WESTERN AVENUE

763D

0.25

4,125

4,125

557

11.55

26,875

381

2,269,850

WESTERN AVENUE
TOTALS

26,875
6,813,300

9,083,150

LOTS 47, 48 & 50 to be known as Thomas Watman Memorial Area
LOTS 583,47, 48, 50 & 557 in a conserva$on easement with Five Rivers Conserva$on Trust
LOT 86 in a conserva$on easement with Piscataquog Land Conservency
LOT 557 to be known as Cliﬀ Eisner Jr. Natural Area
LOT NO.

ACRES

LAND

BUILDING

TOTAL

TAX DEEDED PROPERTIES
CRANEY HILL ROAD

583T

1.58

64,600

64,600

CRANEY HILL ROAD

583R

1.55

64,500

64,500

CRANEY HILL ROAD

583Q

1.55

64,500

64,500

CRANEY HILL ROAD

583P

1.35

64,100

64,100

CRANEY POND ROAD

735

5.5

77,800

77,800

CRESCENT STREET (REAR OF)

241B

0.11

64,400

64,400

LONGVIEW DRIVE

612B2

5.6

91,220

91,220
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Valuation of Exempt Properties as of April 1, 2015 (Cont.)

N/S RTE 202/9

352B

0.2

400

400

PASTURE LANE

660

51

95,400

95,400

S/S BEAR HILL ROAD

626A

6.7

62,800

62,800

S/S RTE 202/9

275X

0.5

6,600

6,600

S/S WESTERN AVENUE

405C

0.11

6,700

6,700

W/S RTE 114

664

1

7,400

7,400

WESTERN AVENUE

349J

0.4

62,250

62,250

WESTERN AVENUE

408A

1.04

69,900

69,900

WESTERN AVENUE/CANAL

381A3

0.47

22,000

22,000

WESTERN AVENUE/PAPERMILL

380A

13.42

73,000

73,000

WESTERN AVENUE/RR BED

402
TOTALS
LOT NO.

0.75

42,700

42,700

92.83

1,040,270

1,040,270

ACRES

LAND

BUILDINGS

TOTAL

RELIGIOUS
CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH/PARSONAGE

175

0.54

88,800

127,500

216,300

CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH

204

1

98,800

866,800

965,600

CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH/STORE

166A

0.36

42,100

48,900

91,000

CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH/PARKING LOT

166

0.51

70,400

FRIENDS SOCIETY OF WEARE

638

0.2

58,200

80,900

139,100

70,400

QUAKER SCHOOL HOUSE

634

0.16

56,900

83,000

139,900

ST. THERESA'S CHURCH

551X

27.95

268,700

2,517,400

2,786,100

30.72

683,900

3,724,500

4,408,400

TOTALS
LOT NO.

ACRES

LAND

BUILDING

TOTAL

CEMETERIES
CIRCLE STREET

422

2

65,400

DEPOT HILL ROAD

434

1.08

57,800

1,000

66,400
57,800

NEW CEMETERY N/S

237A/251

9.35

85,100

16,500

101,600

NEW CEMETERY S/S

515

11.25

88,300

12,200

100,500

PLUMMER HILL

703

1.05

57,700

QUAKER STREET

635
TOTALS
LOT NO.

0.8

49,600

25.53

403,900

ACRES

LAND

57,700
49,600
29,700
BUILDINGS

433,600
TOTAL

COGSWELL SPRINGS WATER
CSWW OFFICE

96H

TOWN WELLS

501,499B,517E

5.03

167,300

870,600

1,037,900

40

117,200

64,700

181,900

11,600

11,600

946,900

1,289,000

582A, 517F
PUMPING STATION

0

255CS

PATTERSON HILL WELL

573
TOTALS

100

1

57,600

46.03

342,100

57,600

Valuation of Exempt Properties as of April 1, 2015 (Cont.)

LOT NO.

ACRES

LAND

BUILDING

TOTAL

SCHOOL DISTRICT
HENNIKER COMMUNITY SCHOOLS

413A, 413B

5.16

502,100

7,544,500

8,046,600

5.16

502,100

7,544,500

8,046,600

410, 411,412
TOTALS
LOT NO.

ACRES

LAND

BUILDING

TOTAL

OTHER
REGION VI DEVELOPMENT SERVICES

153K

NEW ENGLAND COLLEGE

MULTI
TOTALS
LOT NO.

0.49

87,500

136,800

224,300

183.27

2,763,800

15,628,600

18,392,400

183.76

2,851,300

15,765,400

18,616,700

ACRES

LAND

BUILDING

TOTAL

STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
AMES FOREST

608

16.6

86,000

86,000

BROWNS WAY

763B

10

47,575

47,575

BROWNS WAY S/S

557X1

7

54,650

54,650

COLBY CROSSING & RTE 114

673X

2

59,600

FRENCH POND ACCESS

313A

0.4

86,975

KEYSER POND ACCESS

618B

0.13

76,125

76,125

OLD CONCORD ROAD

486C

9

71,100

71,100

PATCH ROAD & RTE 114

592E

0.34

47,500

47,500

PLEASANT POND ACCESS

721A

0.11

77,600

STATE SHEDS

516

2.45

82,700

TOTTEN TRAILS

646

109

255,800

255,800

VINCENT STATE FOREST

721F

4.5

58,900

58,900

161.53

1,004,525

TOTALS
LOT NO.

ACRES

LAND

59,600
13,200

100,175

77,600
231,800

245,000
BUILDING

314,500

1,249,525
TOTAL

US GOVERNMENT
CONTOOCOOK RIVER S/S

391X

4.7

9,400

9,400

OLD CONCORD ROAD S/S *

301

770.91

1,396,625

1,399,625

RAMSDELL ROAD

484

0.44

21,500

21,500

RIVER ROAD S/S *

599A

825.4

1,203,200

1,203,200

RUSH ROAD

272

0.5

8,000

8,000

WEARE ROAD & WATER STREET *

151.8

416,000

416,000

TOTALS

530

1753.75

3,054,725

3,054,725

GRAND TOTALS

2,681

12,152,670

35,069,300

* MULTIPLE LOTS

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED,

** INCL. OUTBUILDINGS, PAVEMENT & SPECIAL FEATURES

HELGA WINN
ASSESSING TECHNICIAN
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47,221,970

Report of the Treasurer
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Report of the Treasurer (Continued)
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Report of the Treasurer (Continued)
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Trustees of the Trust Fund: COMMON TRUST FUND (Form MS-9)
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Trustees of the Trust Fund: CEMETERY FUNDS (Form MS-9)
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Trustees of the Trust Fund: CEMETERY FUNDS (Form MS-9) (Cont)
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Trustees of the Trust Fund: CEMETERY FUNDS (Form MS-9) (Cont)
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Trustees of the Trust Fund: CEMETERY FUNDS (Form MS-9) (Cont)
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Trustees of the Trust Fund: CAPITAL RESERVES (Form MS-9)
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Trustees of the Trust Fund: INVESTMENTS (Form MS-10)
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Trustees of the Trust Fund: INVESTMENTS (Form MS-10) (Cont.)
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Trustees of the Trust Fund: INVESTMENTS (Form MS-10) (Cont.)
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Wage Report
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Capital Improvements Program Analysis
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Capital Improvements Program Analysis (Continued)
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Schedule of Long Term Debt
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Report of Municipal Auditors
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Report of Municipal Auditors (Continued)
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Report of Municipal Auditors (Continued)
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Report of Municipal Auditors (Continued)
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Report of Municipal Auditors (Continued)
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Report of Municipal Auditors (Continued)
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Report of Municipal Auditors (Continued)
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Report of Municipal Auditors (Continued)
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Report of Municipal Auditors (Continued)
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Report of Municipal Auditors (Continued)
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Report of Municipal Auditors (Continued)
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Report of Municipal Auditors (Continued)
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Report of Municipal Auditors (Continued)
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Report of Municipal Auditors (Continued)
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Report of Municipal Auditors (Continued)
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Report of Municipal Auditors (Continued)
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Report of Municipal Auditors (Continued)
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Report of Municipal Auditors (Continued)
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Report of Municipal Auditors (Continued)
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Report of Municipal Auditors (Continued)
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Report of Municipal Auditors (Continued)
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Report of Municipal Auditors (Continued)
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Report of Municipal Auditors (Continued)
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Report of Municipal Auditors (Continued)
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Report of Municipal Auditors (Continued)
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Report of Municipal Auditors (Continued)
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VITAL STATISTICS
Vital Statistics - 2015 Births
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Vital Statistics - 2015 Marriages
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Vital Statistics - 2015 Marriages (Continued)
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Vital Statistics - 2015 Deaths
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Vital Statistics - 2015 Deaths (Continued)
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149

Directory of Services - Town of Henniker
In an emergency dial 911
(Ambulance/Fire/Police )
Abatements ........................................ Town Hall / Assessing .....................18 Depot Hill Rd. ........................... (603) 428-3221 ext. 2
Administrator ..................................... Town Hall ........................................18 Depot Hill Rd. ........................... (603) 428-3221 ext. 5
Animal Control Officer ...................... Police Station ..................................340 Western Ave. ........................... (603) 428-3212 (dispatch)
Assembly Permits (special events) ..... Town Hall / Selectmen's Office .......18 Depot Hill Rd. ........................... (603) 428-3221 ext. 1
Assembly Permits (year round) .......... Fire Station .......................................216 Maple St. ................................. (603) 428-7552 (office)
Assessment of Property ...................... Town Hall / Assessing .....................18 Depot Hill Rd. ........................... (603) 428-3221 ext. 2
Athletics ............................................. Athletic Committee ..........................18 Depot Hill Rd…………...www.hennikerathletics.org
Birth Certificates (Vital Records) ...... Town Hall / Town Clerk ..................18 Depot Hill Rd. ........................... (603) 428-3240
Building Permits ................................ Town Hall / Selectmen's Office .......18 Depot Hill Rd. ........................... (603) 428-3221 ext. 1
Burn Permits ...................................... Fire Station .......................................216 Maple St. ................................. (603) 428-7552 (office)
Community Center Rental.................. Community Center ...........................57 Main St. ..................................... (603) 428-3221 ext. 1
Current Use ........................................ Town Hall / Assessing .....................18 Depot Hill Rd. ........................... (603) 428-3221 ext. 2
Death Certificates (Vital Records) ..... Town Hall / Town Clerk ..................18 Depot Hill Rd. ........................... (603) 428-3240
Dog Licenses ...................................... Town Hall / Town Clerk ..................18 Depot Hill Rd. ........................... (603) 428-3240
Elections............................................. Town Hall / Town Clerk ..................18 Depot Hill Rd. ........................... (603) 428-3240
Elementary School ............................. Henniker Community School ...........51 Western Ave. ............................. (603) 428-3476
Exemptions ........................................ Town Hall / Assessing .....................18 Depot Hill Rd. ........................... (603) 428-3221 ext. 2
Excavation Permits ............................ Town Hall / Assessing .....................18 Depot Hill Rd. ........................... (603) 428-3221 ext. 2
Finance ............................................... Town Hall ........................................18 Depot Hill Rd. ........................... (603) 428-3221 ext. 4
Fire Department ................................. Fire Station .......................................216 Maple St. ................................. (603) 428-7552 (office)
........................................................... ......................................................... ....................................................... 911 Emergency
Grange Hall Rental............................. Grange Building ...............................21 Western Ave.. ............................ (603) 428-3221 ext. 1
Health Officer .................................... Town Hall .......................................18 Depot Hill Rd. ........................... (603) 428-3221 ext. 6
High School ....................................... John Stark Regional HS…….618 North Stark Hwy. (Rt. 114), Weare…(603) 529-7675
Highway Department ......................... .........................................................209 Ramsdell Rd. ........................... (603) 428-7200
Historical Society ............................... Academy Hall ..................................51 Maple St. ................................... (603) 428-6267
Human Services / Welfare ................. Town Hall / Welfare. .......................18 Depot Hill Rd. ........................... (603) 428-3221 ext. 7
Library ............................................... Tucker Free Library .........................31 Western Ave. ............................. (603) 428-3471
Life Safety Inspections....................... Fire Station .......................................216 Maple St. ................................. (603) 428-7552 (office)
Maps................................................... Town Hall / Assessing .....................18 Depot Hill Rd. ........................... (603) 428-3221 ext. 2
Marriage Licenses (Vital Records) .... Town Hall / Town Clerk ..................18 Depot Hill Rd. ........................... (603) 428-3240
Parking Enforcement.......................... Police Department ............................340 Western Ave. ........................... (603) 428-3213 (office)
Planning & Zoning ............................. Town Hall / Land Use ......................18 Depot Hill Rd. ........................... (603) 428-3221 ext. 1 or 8
Police Department .............................. .........................................................340 Western Ave. ........................... (603) 428-3213 (office)
........................................................... ......................................................... ....................................................... 911 Emergency
Recycling Center ................................ Transfer Station/Recycling Ctr.........1393 Weare Rd............................... (603) 428-7604
Rescue Squad ..................................... Fire Station .......................................216 Maple St. ................................. (603) 428-7552 (office)
........................................................... ......................................................... ....................................................... 911 Emergency
Sand (for residential use) ................... Highway Department ......................Ramsdell Rd. sand pit (by bridge) .. (603) 428-7200
Selectmen's Office ............................. Town Hall ........................................18 Depot Hill Rd. ........................... (603) 428-3221 ext. 5
Senior Center ..................................... White Birch Community Ctr. ...........51 Hall Ave. ................................... (603) 428-7860
Sign Permits ....................................... Town Hall / Selectmen's Office .......18 Depot Hill Rd. ........................... (603) 428-3221 ext. 1
Tax Payments ..................................... Town Hall / Tax Collector ...............18 Depot Hill Rd. ........................... (603) 428-3240
Teen Center ........................................ Community Center ...........................57 Main St. ..................................... (603) 428-3221 ext. 1
Timber Cutting ................................... Town Hall / Assessing .....................18 Depot Hill Rd. ........................... (603) 428-3221 ext. 2
Town Administrator ........................... Town Hall ........................................18 Depot Hill Rd. ........................... (603) 428-3221 ext. 5
Transfer Station .................................. Transfer Station/Recycling Ctr.........1393 Weare Rd............................... (603) 428-7604
Vehicle Registration ........................... Town Hall / Tax Collector ...............18 Depot Hill Rd. ........................... (603) 428-3240
Volunteering ...................................... Town Hall ........................................18 Depot Hill Rd. ........................... (603) 428-3221 ext. 1
Voter Registration .............................. Town Hall / Town Clerk ..................18 Depot Hill Rd. ........................... (603) 428-3240
Wastewater Department ..................... .........................................................199 Ramsdell Rd. ........................... (603) 428-7215
Water Department .............................. Cogswell Spring Water Works .........146 Davison Rd. ............................. (603) 428-3237
Zoning ............................................... Town Hall / Land Use ......................18 Depot Hill Rd. ........................... (603) 428-3221 ext. 1 or 8

www.henniker.org

Town Hall Staff
Helga Winn, Kim Johnson, Cherry Palmisano, Christine Trovato
Annette Poland, Deb Aucoin, Russ Roy

